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1.0 Reference: COMPLETENESS OF FEU 2014 LONG TERM RESOURCE PLAN 1 

(2014 LTRP) 2 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.2.1, p. 6 and BCUC IR 1.2.3, p. 8; 3 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Appendix C-2, p. 39; 4 

FEI 2014-2018 PBR Application, Exhibit B-24, BCUC IR 2.364.3.3, p. 5 

446 6 

In response to British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) IR 1.2.1, the FortisBC 7 

Energy Utilities (FEU) state:  “For the FEU, demand and supply side resources are not 8 

directly comparable as they are for an integrated electric utility” and in response to 9 

BCUC IR 1.2.3 “The … EEC [Energy Efficiency and Conservation] Plan was also 10 

reviewed with the EEC Advisory Group who stated agreement that no major course 11 

correction in the Plan were needed.”  In Appendix C-2 of the Application, the 2010 12 

Conservation Potential Review (CPR) states on page 39: “… even with declining load, 13 

there are significant potential cost effective natural gas efficiency improvements in the 14 

Industrial sector.” 15 

In response to BCUC 2.364.3.3 of the FortisBC Energy Inc. (FEI) 2014-2018 PBR 16 

Application (PBR Application), FEI stated:  “By continuing with a previously-approved 17 

portfolio of activity and levels of expenditure a balance between rates and bills found to 18 

be acceptable by a previous Commission Panel will continue.” 19 

1.1 Please provide an estimate of the annual and cumulative effect over the planning 20 

period on FEU’s revenue requirement, FEU residential rates, and BC GHG 21 

emissions if the EEC annual budget was (i) $25 million, (ii) $35 million and (ii) 22 

$45 million.  Please assume the same average level of cost effectiveness of all 23 

three EEC portfolios, and state all assumptions made. 24 

  25 

Response: 26 

The FEU would like to first point out that the different levels of funding that the Commission has 27 

requested do not represent different portfolios as suggested in the information request.  Nor is 28 

there any relevance to the Commission’s description of an assumption of, “the same level of 29 

cost effectiveness”.  The FEU have included all cost-effective measures in its estimation of long 30 

term energy savings from EEC measures using the only standards of cost-effectiveness and the 31 

only market data available to them at the time of the analysis.  The Commission’s request, 32 

rather, is asking the FEU to analyze differing levels of funding for the same portfolio, assuming 33 

there is no limitation on the market’s ability to take up EEC measures.  As such, the FEU do not 34 

believe that the results provided for the higher spending levels have any relevance or that the 35 

results of this analysis provide any additional completeness to the LTRP. 36 
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If the Commission wishes to vary the actual portfolio of EEC measures, the FEU suggest that it 1 

would need to identify to the FEU which cost effective measures it would like to see removed 2 

from the portfolio in the lower funding case and identify any hypothetical measures it would like 3 

to see added to the portfolio in the higher funding case, along with the assumptions for the costs 4 

and energy savings of those hypothetical measures.  However, the FEU do not believe that the 5 

hypothetical nature of such an analysis would add any value or completeness to the LTRP.   6 

That said, the requested analysis is provided to the best ability of the FEU below.  In completing 7 

the analysis, the FEU assume that the Commission is requesting a comparison to the 8 

information presented in Section 8.9, pages 160 to 162 of the LTRP (Exhibit B-1) and more 9 

specifically in Figure 8-3 regarding directional rate impacts, and to Figure 4-7 on page 89 10 

regarding GHG emissions.  Since the data used to create Figure 8-3 excludes gas costs which 11 

are independent of any EEC activities by the FEU, the analysis presented below also excludes 12 

gas costs and instead reports the directional impact on the FEU’s delivery margin for the three 13 

spending scenarios.  The reference case demand and reference case EEC energy savings 14 

scenarios are used as the starting point for this analysis. 15 

Delivery Rate and Delivery Margin Variations 16 

The impact on revenue requirements and rates across all rate classes is provided in Table A 17 

below1.  As stated on page 160 of the LTRP, this discussion represents a directional look at the 18 

potential impact of long term demand on delivery margin and customer rates. Using approved 19 

rates and actual volumes from 2011, the stated figures include the cost of service for major 20 

capital items plus an escalation of the cost of service by a growth factor of 2% per year, divided 21 

by delivery volumes in each scenario. The figures do not consider future rate design changes 22 

and are not indicative of a detailed rate forecast—they provide simply a directional, 20-year view 23 

of FEI’s delivery rates over time.  24 

                                                
1
  The same annual rate change is applied to all non-bypass (and non-special contract) Rate Schedules.  

That is, generally speaking, the % delivery rate impact for all customers is the same as the % delivery 
rate impact to Residential customer delivery rates. 
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Table A:  Annual and Cumulative Impact of Varying Levels of EEC Funding on FEU Delivery 1 

Margin and Rates Assuming a Linear Relationship Between EEC Spending Level and Energy 2 

Savings at All Spending Levels – All Customers,  3 

Reference Case Scenario. 4 

 5 

Columns 1 and 2 of Table A show the annual compound delivery rate change and cumulative 6 

delivery rate change over the planning period for all customers. Columns 3 and 4 of the table 7 

show the average annual and cumulative annual revenue requirement caused by the various 8 

levels of EEC spending over the planning period.   Line 1 is the reference case without any EEC 9 

spending. Lines 2 through 4 show the added rate change and delivery margin for each of the 10 

spending scenarios requested.  Line 2 shows the $35 million per year EEC spending and is the 11 

original analysis included in the LTRP in Figure 8-3.  12 

GHG Emission Variations 13 

Since the GHG emission analysis conducted for the 2014 LTRP was separate from the rate 14 

impact analysis and is available specifically for residential customers, the FEU have provided 15 

the requested GHG emission variation results for all customers as well as the GHG emission 16 

variation results for residential customers only.  Assuming the same linear relationship between 17 

EEC spending and energy savings requested by the Commission, Figure 1 shows the GHG 18 

emission variations for all customers for annual EEC spending of $25 million, $35 million and 19 

$45 million across all customer classes and Figure 2 shows the results of the same analysis for 20 

just residential customers.  The results of the $35 million annual spend coincide with those 21 

presented in the 2014 LTRP in Figure 4-7. 22 
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Figure 1: Estimated Annual GHG Emission Reductions from EEC Measures under a Range of EEC 1 

Spending Levels Assuming a Linear Relationship between EEC Spending and Energy Savings at 2 

All Spending Levels – All Customers,  3 

Reference Case Scenario 4 

 5 

2011 2016 2021 2026 2031 2033

$25M 0 58,832 151,783 294,791 424,876 479,933

$35M 0 82,365 212,497 412,708 594,826 671,907

$45M 0 105,898 273,210 530,624 764,776 863,880
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Figure 2: Estimated Annual GHG Emission Reductions from EEC Measures under a Range of EEC 1 

Spending Levels Assuming a Linear Relationship between EEC Spending and Energy Savings at 2 

All Spending Levels – Residential Customers, Reference Case Scenario 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

1.2 Please explain why FEU has not targeted the ‘most likely achievable’ EEC option 8 

included in the 2010 CPR. 9 

  10 

Response: 11 

It is important to note again that the estimation of energy savings from EEC activities in the 12 

2014 LTRP is not a “targeting” exercise in the same way that the development of the 2014-2018 13 

EEC Plan in the FEU’s PBR application has “targeted” program level savings and expenditures.  14 

Rather, the 2014 LTRP provides a long range estimate of energy savings that can be achieved 15 

over the planning horizon from all cost effective EEC measures established from the 2010 CPR 16 

results and based on a reasonable assumption of “achievable” EEC savings – it is a long term 17 

planning document.  In the same way, the ‘most likely achievable’ estimate from the 2010 CPR 18 

was not an “option” that was at that time available for the FEU to “choose”, but was rather a 19 

planning estimate of savings that could be achieved under a certain set of circumstances 20 

described within the CPR. 21 

2011 2016 2021 2026 2031 2033

$25M 0 28,655 65,819 121,119 151,239 164,732

$35M 0 40,117 92,147 169,567 211,735 230,625

$45M 0 51,579 118,474 218,015 272,231 296,518
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That said, the 2014 LTRP does in essence present a ‘most likely achievable’ estimate of energy 1 

savings over the planning period.  However, since a number of things have changed since the 2 

CPR was prepared, such as the avoided cost of gas, the BC Demand-side Measures 3 

Regulation, the FEU’s improved knowledge and experience in getting EEC measures into the 4 

market and the effect of running several years of EEC programs since the data for the 2010 5 

CPR was acquired, the ‘most likely achievable’ estimate from the CPR no longer exists.  The 6 

knowledge of potential measures and their cost effectiveness in today’s environment, however, 7 

does exist.  With this knowledge, and since the long term EEC planning exercise in the 2014 8 

LTRP did not involve a complete new CPR, the methodology for estimating energy savings was 9 

refined to meet the needs of the LTRP as described in Section 4.2.2.1.  As a result, the term 10 

‘most likely achievable’ is not an appropriate descriptor of the savings estimate in the 2014 11 

LTRP, in part since the FEU felt it was likely to be misinterpreted to be synonymous with the 12 

‘most likely achievable’ savings estimate contained in the CPR, and in part because of the 13 

refinements made to determining the savings estimate.   14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

1.3 Please confirm that NW Natural is a natural gas utility and that it ran a ‘high’ DSM 18 

sensitivity case in its 2013 Integrated Resource Plan. 19 

  20 

Response: 21 

Confirmed, NW Natural is a natural gas utility.  In its 2013 Integrated Resource Plan, NW 22 

Natural ran a ‘high’ DSM sensitivity which appears to be similar to the way in which the FEU 23 

incorporated a range of natural gas cost assumptions in future EEC savings by scenario.  NW 24 

Natural’s “higher gas avoided cost scenario” does not examine the effect of expanding the DSM 25 

budget but rather estimates the impact that a higher cost of gas would have on NW Natural’s 26 

cost-effective DSM potential.  NW Natural also notes that it does not believe that either the 27 

“higher gas avoided cost scenario” or the “lower gas avoided cost scenario” are likely. 28 

  29 
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2.0 Reference: PLANNING ENVIRONMENT 1 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 2, p. 30; G-120-11 Reasons for 2 

Decision, p. 21; 3 

Domestic consumption of gas for space and water heating 4 

The FEU state on p. 30 of the Application:  “Using the Government’s rationale that 5 

natural gas can be used to reduce global GHG emissions, the Companies believe the 6 

efficient use of natural gas for heating applications in B.C. can provide a similar benefit 7 

…” 8 

The Commission stated in G-120-11 Reasons for Decision:  “...  the Commission Panel 9 

bases its finding that the objective related to competitiveness of natural gas with other 10 

energy sources (principally electricity) is inappropriate for the following reasons: … 11 

promoting gas use over electricity consumption where electricity use may better meet 12 

government policy objectives is inappropriate” (p. 21). 13 

2.1 Does the FEU consider that options which focus on improving the competitive 14 

position of gas for BC space and water heating relative to other fuel sources 15 

(such as not increasing EEC spending or increased marketing of gas), should 16 

only be supported where it can be demonstrated that a shift towards natural gas 17 

for BC space/water heating is in the public interest?  Please explain. 18 

  19 

Response: 20 

The FEU believe that the reference to the Panel Statement made in order G-120-11 Reasons 21 

for Decision is made out of context since the regulation cited in the Panel’s statement has since 22 

been amended.  The FEU provide additional context for this position later in this response. 23 

The Companies do agree that improving the competitive position of gas for BC space and water 24 

heating relative to other fuel sources should be supported where it can be demonstrated that a 25 

shift towards natural gas for BC space/water heating is in the public interest.   26 

The FEU are unclear as to how the Commission is inferring that “not increasing EEC spending” 27 

would improve the “competitive position of natural gas”.  However, the FEU have based the 28 

following discussion on the interpretation that not increasing EEC spending will result in not 29 

increasing rates and will therefore result in a better competitive position for natural gas.  In this 30 

context, the Companies do not agree with the specific statement provided in the IR that, 31 

“improving the competitive position of gas for BC space and water heating relative to other fuel 32 

sources (such as not increasing EEC spending or increased marketing of gas), should 33 

only be supported where it can be demonstrated that a shift towards natural gas for BC 34 

space/water heating is in the public interest” (emphasis added). Firstly, the FEU operate a 35 
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commercial business in a competitive marketplace for energy services and will therefore take 1 

steps to improve the competitive advantage of natural gas for BC space and water heating 2 

relative to other fuel sources.  Secondly, the FEU note that “not increasing the level of EEC 3 

spending” is not used by the FEU as “an option (for) improving the competitive position of gas 4 

for BC space and water heating.” As stated in BCUC IR 1.2.3, the level of EEC funding is set 5 

through analysis of the level of EEC the market will reasonably uptake. Thirdly, each FEU 6 

initiative must be evaluated individually to account for the fact that “the public interest” is a fluid, 7 

subjective, and contextual concept.  8 

The Companies believe that there are many instances where improving the competitiveness of 9 

natural gas could be in the public interest. Using the Government’s rationale that natural gas 10 

can be used to reduce global GHG emissions, the FEU believe the efficient use of natural gas 11 

for heating applications in BC can provide a similar benefit for global emissions when displaced 12 

electricity load results in clean electricity supply available for export to offset coal and gas fired 13 

generation in neighboring jurisdictions, or reduces the need to import electricity from 14 

neighboring jurisdictions. Such a use would be in the “public interest” in the sense that GHG 15 

emissions do not respect jurisdictional borders and it is therefore in the interest of British 16 

Columbians to reduce global emissions.  Similarly, ensuring that natural gas service is available 17 

in those areas not currently served by natural gas could also be in the public interest as it 18 

provides customers with energy choice, can reduce emissions (if the alternate fuel is oil), and 19 

can reduce heating costs (if the alternate fuel is tier two electricity).   20 

Commission Decision G-120-11 with regards to the objective of competitiveness was in direct 21 

reference to the objectives of FEU’s 2010-2014 Price Risk Management Plans. In determining 22 

the merits of an objective related to the competition with electricity, the Commission Panel 23 

believed it appropriate to consider British Columbia’s Energy Objectives as set out in the CEA, 24 

specifically objective (h) which is “to encourage the switching from one kind of energy source or 25 

use to another that decreases greenhouse gas emissions in British Columbia,” and objective (c), 26 

that states that “at least 93 percent of the electricity in British Columbia be generated from clean 27 

or renewable resources.” This proceeding and the subsequent decision were prior to the CEA 28 

being amended by British Columbia's Energy Objectives Regulation so that the objective set out 29 

in section 2 (c) of the CEA is modified by adding ", other than electricity to serve demand from 30 

facilities that liquefy natural gas for export by ship," after “British Columbia". 31 

The statement from Exhibit B-1, pg. 30 noted in this IR is in reference to using natural gas in 32 

direct-use applications in order to reduce GHG emissions from a multi-jurisdictional 33 

perspective—the very same rationale utilized by the Government to classify natural gas as a 34 
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“clean” energy source for use in LNG production for export by ship in British Columbia's Energy 1 

Objectives Regulation. 2 2 

While statements made for the purposes of the 2010-14 Price Risk Management Plans and the 3 

2014 LTRP are inherently different, the FEU submits that they are related through the reference 4 

to the statement from Commission Decision G-120-11, “promoting gas use over electricity 5 

consumption where electricity use may better meet government policy objectives is 6 

inappropriate.” The FEU would point out that the government policy objectives adopted by 7 

British Columbia's Energy Objectives Regulation are based on the justification that GHG 8 

reduction is a multi-jurisdictional issue and that displacing GHGs in other jurisdictions by 9 

substituting natural gas in place of more GHG intensive coal-fired energy production is a 10 

worthwhile exercise. The amendment adopts the view that promoting gas use over electricity 11 

consumption may in fact be an approach that meets government policy objectives and is 12 

therefore appropriate.  13 

  14 

                                                
2  In the March 14

th
 2012 news release from the Government of BC titled “Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) and 

the Green Economy,” the Government stated that, “By exporting LNG, world-wide emissions will be 
lowered as B.C.’s natural gas increasingly displaces the use of other higher emission power sources, 
such as coal and diesel.” On June 21, 2012 Christy Clark announced at a speech to the Business 
Council of B.C that the Clean Energy Act would be amended and justified the action with claims that 
included  that creating LNG products for such markets as China will diminish their reliance on coal and 
other more emission intensive sources of energy. This amendment was put into effect July 24, 2012. 
On February 8, 2013, the BC Government realised its “Liquefied Natural Gas Strategy One Year 
Update” in which the Government stated, “Of course, the fight against climate change is a global issue. 
By exporting natural gas, B.C. will supply growing markets with a cleaner energy alternative compared 
to higher emission sources like coal and diesel. B.C.’s natural gas is also expected to replace the use 
of nuclear power in other areas of the world” (pg. 8). 
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3.0 Reference: PLANNING ENVIRONMENT  1 

FEU 2013 Annual Report, p. 52; Exhibit B-5, CEC 1.25.1, p. 68;  2 

Declining throughput 3 

The FEU state on page 52 of the 2013 Annual Report:  “In the future, if natural gas 4 

becomes less competitive …  in an extreme case, could ultimately lead to an inability of 5 

the FortisBC Energy companies to fully recover COS [cost of service] in rates charged to 6 

customers.”  The FEU state in CEC 1.25.1:  “The conserved clean electricity [from using 7 

natural gas instead of electricity] would then be available for higher and better uses both 8 

in BC and in neighbouring jurisdictions.” 9 

3.1 Please explain what measures, if any, the FEU considers would be appropriate 10 

to mitigate the effect of increasing delivery rates, resulting from declining 11 

throughput, for ratepayers, in particular for low income consumers. 12 

  13 

Response: 14 

FEU wish to clarify that the reference quoted in the preamble to this information request is from 15 

the 2013 Fortis Inc. Annual Report and is attributable to Fortis Inc. 16 

To mitigate the effect of increasing delivery rates for all customers, including low-income 17 

customers, resulting from declining throughput, the FEU consider it both appropriate and 18 

necessary to grow the customer base and increase throughput on the system.  As noted in 19 

Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of the 2014 LTRP, the FEU plan to achieve this through activities such as 20 

the Companies’ NGT initiatives, outreach to key influencers such as builders, developers, 21 

architects, engineers, contractors, manufacturers, dealers and homeowners, the Renewable 22 

Natural Gas and Switch ‘n Shrink programs and also by adding new industrial customers and 23 

markets for natural gas demand.  The FEU continue to look at programs to encourage the 24 

addition of new efficient space and water heating customers as well.   25 

Further, to mitigate the effect of increasing delivery rates for low-income customers in particular, 26 

the FEU offer EEC programs for low-income customers to reduce their energy costs such as the 27 

Energy Conservation Assistance Program (ECAP), which helps low-income households save 28 

energy and money with a free home energy evaluation, products and advice.  In addition, low-29 

income residential customers are also eligible to receive a free energy saving kit which provides 30 

easy-to-install household devices to save energy and lower energy costs. 31 

 32 

 33 

 34 

3.2 Please explain what the FEU means by ‘higher and better use’ for electricity.  35 

Specifically, is this driven by a concern that BC will be unable to meet forecast 36 
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demand for electricity space and water heating, such that it should be reserved 1 

only for some uses and not for others? 2 

  3 

Response: 4 

The term “higher and better uses” as stated in the response to CEC IR 1.25.1 refers to using 5 

electricity in applications where it is efficient and practical such as in lighting or electronic 6 

applications, but not for uses for which there are cost-effective and efficient alternatives such as 7 

for space heating and hot water where access to natural gas exists.  This is driven by a concern 8 

that the direct use of natural gas is more efficient in space and water heating applications from a 9 

site-to-source or energy system perspective.  At the same time, there is upward pressure on 10 

electricity rates in B.C. due to a need to invest in B.C.’s hydroelectric system (as noted in BC 11 

Hydro’s 2013 Integrated Resource Plan) and the efficient use of natural gas in space and water 12 

heating applications could mitigate this upward pressure on B.C.’s electricity rates.  In addition, 13 

the FEU believe that there is value in having diversity of energy supply to serve B.C.’s energy 14 

needs and express concern regarding initiatives that drive B.C. toward relying on the electric 15 

system to meet all or most of the Province’s energy needs.  16 

  17 
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4.0 Reference: RESOURCE PLAN OVERVIEW 1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.4.0, pp. 12-13;  2 

Staff Resources to Improve the Long Term Resource Planning 3 

In the response to BCUC IR 1.4.0, the FEU state:  “…the FEU have utilized the 4 

approved additional funding [$400,000 in 2012 and $600,000 in 2013] to advance a 5 

number of improvements to the LTRP in the areas of stakeholder engagement, 6 

analyzing the planning environment, future scenario development, long term annual 7 

demand forecasting, long term EEC analysis and alternative forecast impact analysis.” 8 

4.1 Please provide more specific detail as to how this additional funding was utilized.  9 

For example, please identify how much, if any, was spent on additional staff, 10 

external consultants, stakeholder engagement and other ‘areas’ listed in the 11 

preamble above. 12 

  13 

Response: 14 

This response also addresses the response to BCUC IR 2.4.1.1. 15 

The table below shows the expenditures for external consultants’ to complete the end-use 16 

forecasting work for the LTRP and the expenditure for the  Stakeholder Engagement. End-use 17 

forecasting work includes, among other items, future scenario development, long term annual 18 

demand forecasting, long term EEC forecasting and alternative forecast impact analysis.  It 19 

should be noted that this estimate does not include costs associated with the completion of the 20 

Conservation Potential Review, which is an essential input to the end-use forecasting model. 21 

Stakeholder activities include expenditure for the Resource Planning Advisory Group (RPAG) 22 

meetings and Community Consultation workshops.  The table below reflects an estimate of 23 

these amounts.   24 

Item 

2012 

($000’s) 

2013 

($000’s) 

End-use forecasting work performed by third parties $155 $203 

Stakeholder Engagement – including Resource Planning Advisory Group 
(RPAG) meetings and Community Consultation workshops 

$61 

 
$19 

Total for End-Use Forecasting (Consultants) and Stakeholder Engagement  $216 $222 

 25 

LTRP expenditures form a part of the Market Development group budget and this group’s 26 

activities are managed as a whole and as such it is not possible to separate and itemize the 27 

remaining costs strictly related to the LTRP.  However within that group, two additional staff 28 

were hired in 2012/3 whose efforts are largely focused on the LTRP. Additionally, in order to 29 

maximize the skill set of the group, there are a number of individuals within the Market 30 

Development group who undertake activities related to the LTRP as either their primary activity 31 
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or as part of a number of other activities they undertake through the course of a year including 1 

the Forecasting, Energy Products and Services and Business Performance groups.    2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

4.1.1 Please provide a table that shows the line item amounts with totals for 6 

each year (2012 and 2013) on how the additional funds were spent. 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.4.1. 10 

  11 
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5.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.16.3, p. 48;  2 

Commercial Customer Additions Forecast 3 

In the response to BCUC IR 1.16.3, the FEU state: “The FEU believe there is no single 4 

numerical method that can provide accurate long term insight into the future commercial 5 

additions due to the volatility and multiple factors involved. Additionally, the FEU do not 6 

attempt to forecast economic cycles. … In the absence of a better alternative, the FEU 7 

used a simple three year average approach with the goal to update the forecast on a 8 

regular basis to capture any deviations from the existing trend.” 9 

5.1 If commercial additions are volatile as indicated in the above response, would it 10 

be more appropriate to use a longer trend period (between 5 and 20 years) to 11 

reduce the impact of volatility in the historic data?  If not, why not? 12 

  13 

Response: 14 

While possibly damping the true volatility present in the actual data, longer trend periods do not 15 

accurately reflect what is really happening. If the recent data is volatile then it is volatile and 16 

using a long trend period to mask the volatility may not produce a better forecast. It may 17 

produce a less volatile forecast but the resulting forecast does not represent what is really 18 

happening.  The FEU believe it is prudent to use three year trending periods while reforecasting 19 

on a regular basis. 20 

  21 
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6.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 3.2, p. 42; Section 3.3.1 p. 44; 2 

BC Hydro November 2013 Integrated Resource Plan (2013 IRP), 3 

Appendix 2A – 2012 Electric Load Forecast, p. 19;3 Chapter 2, 4 

Section 2.2.2.3, p. 2-8;4  5 

Industrial Annual Demand Forecast 6 

On page 42 of the Application, the FEU state:  “… there were no firm commitments for 7 

new industrial customers to take natural gas service or for existing customers to close 8 

their accounts. Hence, no growth or decline in industrial customers has been 9 

forecasted.” 10 

On page 44 of the Application, the FEU state:  “The FEU utilized the results of the 11 

annual industrial customer survey to identify expected changes in industrial customer 12 

demand. The survey was conducted as part of the FEU’s short term demand forecasting 13 

process used for gas supply planning, revenue requirements and other BCUC 14 

submissions. The intentions of industrial customers over the next five years were held 15 

constant over the LTRP planning horizon as this represents the best available 16 

information using the traditional methodology.” 17 

On page 19 of Appendix 2A of BC Hydro’s 2013 IRP, BC Hydro utilizes billing data, 18 

provincial GDP forecasts and production forecasts in order to develop industrial demand 19 

forecasts.  On page 2-8 of BC Hydro’s 2013 IRP, BC Hydro states:  “Without LNG, 20 

industrial sales are expected to grow by 1.2 per cent per year to F2033 before DSM. The 21 

industrial sector is expected to see the most growth of the key sectors in the next 10 22 

years …, due to growth in mining and oil and gas activity.” 23 

6.1 Please confirm that for the Traditional Industrial Demand forecast the intentions 24 

of industrial customers were held constant for the last 15 years of the 20 year 25 

planning period. 26 

  27 

Response: 28 

Confirmed. 29 

 30 

 31 

6.1.1 Please discuss the assumptions made that resulted in the Traditional 32 

Industrial Demand being held constant over the LTRP planning horizon. 33 

                                                
3
  https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-planning-

documents/integrated-resource-plans/current-plan/0200a-nov-2013-irp-appx-2a.pdf 
4
  https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-planning-

documents/integrated-resource-plans/current-plan/0002-nov-2013-irp-chap-2.pdf 

https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-planning-documents/integrated-resource-plans/current-plan/0200a-nov-2013-irp-appx-2a.pdf
https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-planning-documents/integrated-resource-plans/current-plan/0200a-nov-2013-irp-appx-2a.pdf
https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-planning-documents/integrated-resource-plans/current-plan/0002-nov-2013-irp-chap-2.pdf
https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-planning-documents/integrated-resource-plans/current-plan/0002-nov-2013-irp-chap-2.pdf
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  1 

Response: 2 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.34.1. 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

6.1.2 Were any proxies such as GDP growth forecasts or population growth 7 

forecasts used to produce the Traditional Industrial Demand forecasts?  8 

Please elaborate. 9 

  10 

Response: 11 

Proxy forecasts were not used in the preparation of the Traditional Industrial Demand forecast.  12 

Internal research completed in 2012 using data from 2005 through 2011 revealed that of 36 13 

industrial sub-sectors 18 were correlated only to weather. Of the remaining 18 sub sectors only 14 

1 (pulp and paper manufacturing) correlated to GDP.  As a result the FEU do not adjust our 15 

customers own forecasts with proxies such as GDP.  16 

Using a GDP growth forecast in the Traditional Industrial Demand forecast would not be 17 

appropriate and all else being equal could be expected to produce a less accurate forecast. The 18 

Total Traditional Annual Demand Reference case would be equally affected. Comparing the 19 

End Use Forecast to the inappropriately adjusted traditional forecast would then be invalid and 20 

inconclusive. 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

6.1.2.1 If not, please discuss how the utilization of GDP growth 25 

forecasts in the Traditional Industrial Demand forecasts could 26 

affect the Total Traditional Annual Demand Reference case 27 

and thus the comparison between the Traditional Annual 28 

Demand Reference case and the End-Use Annual Demand 29 

Reference Case forecasts. 30 

  31 

Response: 32 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.6.1.2. 33 

  34 
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7.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IRs 1.19.3 and 1.19.4, pp. 58-61; 2 

Patterns, Assumptions and Variables 3 

The FEU’s response to BCUC IR 1.19.3 describes what is meant by a “pattern” in the 4 

context of the forecast reference case; and states that the term describes “…the current 5 

blend of end uses and associated use rates being installed across the system.”  The 6 

FEU then gives some examples of patterns. 7 

The FEU’s response to BCUC IR 1.19.4 on pages 59 through 61 provides a table to 8 

show an example of the assumptions and variables underpinning the reference case 9 

forecast to demonstrate the level of detail in the models.  The FEU state that they are 10 

unable to provide a complete listing of all information for all variables and assumptions 11 

within the response time frame, stating that:  “… Such a response would result in over 12 

4,000 pages of information ... However, the forecast model has been designed in such a 13 

way that individual assumptions and variables can be examined fairly readily by the 14 

FEU.” 15 

7.1 With the large number of patterns, assumptions and variables that make up the 16 

model, what methods can be used to ensure that the Commission and 17 

Interveners are able to observe and confirm the validity of the model and the 18 

consistence of patterns, assumptions and variables from application to 19 

application? 20 

  21 

Response: 22 

The End Use model was developed in conjunction with ICF/Marbek, a highly respected 23 

consultant in this field. The FEU believe one of the strengths of this approach is that the 24 

assumptions are explicit in the model and can be reviewed. The challenge, as indicated in the 25 

response to BCUC IR 1.19.4, is that the model is large and detailed. A complete listing of all the 26 

assumptions in the most disaggregated form is therefore very bulky. The FEU recognize the 27 

Commission’s concerns, and note that this is part of the reason that the FEU spent time over 28 

the last two years reviewing the model with the RPAG stakeholder group.   29 

However, now that the proceeding is underway, the FEU see the additional value of external 30 

review of the assumptions, both in providing BCUC and interveners greater confidence in the 31 

results and also in providing the opportunity for ongoing improvement of the assumptions and 32 

results. The FEU are therefore interested in finding an efficient and workable approach to 33 

enabling this external review if required. The following table provides several options, with 34 

estimates of their costs to the FEU and the level of training and effort required of the external 35 

reviewers. 36 
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Among these options, the FEU recommend the one-day workshop as the most preferred option 1 

to provide a mechanism for interveners to vet and better understand the model, should the 2 

Commission believe that such a review is warranted.    3 

Option Description Estimated Effort Reviewer Effort 

Formatted tables as 
shown in the response 
to BCUC IR 1.19.4 

Over 4,000 pages of 
tables. Much of the 
material would be 
generated by a 
customized macro to 
pull values from the 
model and assemble 
them into tables, but the 
notes fields would be a 
more manual task. 

Approximately 2 person-
months. 

Reviewers would not 
require training to read 
the tables, but time 
commitment would be 
very large. Cross-
comparisons would be 
manual and time-
consuming. 

Granular Excel tables 
directly copied from 
the model 

90 workbooks (3 sectors 
x 5 scenarios x 6 
regions) containing 18 
worksheets each: 

 Building population 

 Tertiary load 

 Efficiency x 5 fuels 

 Unit energy 
consumption x 5 
fuels 

 End use saturation 

 Fuel share x 5 fuels 

Each worksheet would 
have values for all 
building types, end 
uses, and milestone 
years 

Approximately 10 person-
days. 

Reviewers should 
expect to participate in 
two to three webinars 
to get training on how 
to read the tables. 
Cross-comparisons 
would be easier than 
the above, but would 
require some expertise 
in Excel. 

Excel tables subset Any subset of the above 
collection of workbooks 
could be produced 

One sector would be 5 
person-days. Natural gas 
only would be 5 person-
days. One scenario would 
be 3 person-days. One 
region would be 3 
person-days.  

Same type of reviewer 
commitment as above. 

Workshop One full-day workshop 
to explore the input 
assumptions and 
familiarize BCUC staff 
and interveners with the 
details of the model 

Approximately 2 person-
weeks. 

Reviewers would 
spend one full day in 
the workshop. 
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Option Description Estimated Effort Reviewer Effort 

Consulting retainer BCUC staff or 
interveners would 
submit specific 
requests. FEU would 
estimate costs and 
timing and manage the 
fulfilling of requests by 
consultant.  

Reasonable cost and 
scope limitations would 
need to be set.  It would 
be hoped that time and 
effort requirements would 
diminish as the 
Commission and 
interveners develop a 
better understanding of 
the model.  

Reviewers would not 
require special 
training. 

Assumptions Dataset Assumptions dataset in 
similar format to the 
results dataset, with 
columns for tertiary 
load, efficiency, unit 
energy consumption, 
saturation, and fuel 
share. Users would be 
able to use the pivot 
table and charting 
systems in Excel to 
develop summaries and 
weighted averages of 
these values. 

Approximately 2 person-
months. Subsequent 
updates for future LTRP 
filings would be 
significantly less 
expensive.  

Reviewers should 
expect to participate in 
two to three webinars 
to get training on how 
to use the input 
dataset tool. Cross-
comparisons would be 
relatively easy 
compared to the other 
options. Comparing 
assumptions between 
filings would be 
possible. 

 1 

  2 
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8.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 3.3.2, p. 45; Section 3.3.6, pp. 55-56; 2 

Figure 3-12, p. 56; 3 

Exhibit B-1, Terasen Utilities 2010 Resource Plan, Section 4.2.5, pp. 4 

87-90;  5 

Comparing the range of scenarios for the Traditional and End-Use 6 

Methodologies 7 

The Application on page 45 states:  “Using historical trend data to forecast future 8 

consumption is a common and accepted industry practice, particularly for short-term 9 

analysis or decision making where historical data is used to forecast a few years into the 10 

future.” (Exhibit B-1, p. 45) 11 

8.1 Please indicate, with an explanation, which methodology (Traditional or End-Use) 12 

the FEU intends to use for energy demand forecasting in the annual Revenue 13 

Requirements Application. 14 

  15 

Response: 16 

The FEU intend to continue using the FIS model for its annual Revenue Requirement 17 

Applications, which applies short term forecasting. The FIS model is based on the traditional 18 

methodology. 19 

The end use method is appropriate for long term forecasting because it incorporates the effects 20 

of changes in appliance saturation and efficiency levels, even when those changes are not 21 

present in the historic data.  22 

The traditional time series method, on the other hand, cannot model how efficiency 23 

improvements affect sales when those efficiencies remain unchanged during the estimation 24 

period. As a result the traditional time series method works fine in the short term but should be 25 

replaced with an end use model for long term forecasting. 26 

This issue was discussed in detail in a series of round one IRs from the CEC.  Please refer to 27 

the responses to CEC IRs 1.38.1, 1.41.1, 1.42.1, and 1.46.2. 28 

 29 

 30 

 31 

8.2 In a manner consistent with Section 4.2.5 of the Terasen Utilities 2010 Resource 32 

Plan, please produce High and Low Annual Demand Forecasts, with respect to 33 

the Traditional reference case developed in the Application.  Please provide this 34 

data for each of the years in the planning period (not milestone years) in a 35 
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functional Microsoft Excel workbook containing tables of customer year end 1 

account forecasts, average use per customer forecasts and annual demand 2 

forecasts.  The data should be separated by service region (FEVI, FEW, FEI – 3 

Coastal Region and FEI – Interior), and each service region should be broken 4 

down into all relevant customer rate classes.  Data for the FEU totals broken 5 

down by major customer class (Residential, Commercial and Industrial) should 6 

also be included. 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

As described in Section 4.2.5 of the Terasen Utilities 2010 Resource Plan, high and low annual 10 

demand forecasts were developed to illustrate the upper and lower range of annual demand 11 

based on a set of reasonable assumptions. At the time of the 2010 filing many of the 12 

assumptions considered the potential rate of recovery of the then recent economic downturn. 13 

It is not reasonable to apply the same assumptions to the Traditional reference case developed 14 

for the current application because the factors that were considered in 2010 are no longer 15 

relevant.  16 

Instead, the Company completed analyses to produce a high and low forecast of demand based 17 

on maintaining the degree of variation between high and low cases relative to the base case in 18 

the 2010 Resource Plan. The degree of variation was then applied to the current base forecast 19 

(Traditional method) in order to accomplish this task in the permitted time.  20 

Please refer to Attachment 8.2 for the live excel spreadsheet. 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

8.2.1 Please elaborate on the reference case input assumptions that were 26 

varied in order to produce these high and low Traditional Annual 27 

Demand forecasts. 28 

  29 

Response: 30 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.8.2.  31 

 32 

 33 

 34 
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8.2.2 Please provide a functional Microsoft Excel workbook with Figure 3-12 1 

on page 56 of the Application updated to include the Traditional High 2 

and Low Annual Demand Forecasts. 3 

  4 

Response: 5 

Please refer to Attachment 8.2.2 which contains the functional excel workbook. 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

8.2.3 Does the Traditional High Annual Demand forecast fall outside of the 10 

range of End-Use Annual Demand Forecast scenarios seen in Figure 3-11 

12? 12 

  13 

Response: 14 

The traditional high annual demand forecast does fall outside the range of the end use annual 15 

demand forecast based upon the adjusted methodology as noted in response to BCUC IR 2.8.2. 16 

The table below compares the maximum magnitude of the two high cases relative to the base 17 

for the traditional and end use forecasts. The end use high case (Scenario C) shows less 18 

variance to the base case (8 percent as opposed to 19 percent) compared to the traditional 19 

forecast. This improved precision is expected due to the inclusion of more sophisticated and 20 

detailed input data from sources such as Conservation Potential Review (CPR) into the End 21 

Use Model. 22 

 23 

The FEU believe it is reasonable to expect that the traditional base case would fall within the 24 

bounds of the end use model. There are no scenario decisions or interpretation on the base 25 

cases so it is an “apples to apples” comparison. At the same time the FEU are not surprised that 26 

the use of less sophisticated data and methods in the traditional model, particularly in the more 27 

volatile commercial and industrial sectors, produced a high case significantly higher than the 28 

better informed end use model. 29 

It must also be noted that the high and low cases are scenarios and the results are fully subject 30 

to the designs of those scenarios. The differences in the intentions and assumptions used in the 31 

FEU Traditional High Relative to Base as a % End Use High Relative to Base as a %

Residential 3% 1%

Commercial 32% 12%

Industrial 18% 12%

Overall 19% 8%
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development of the traditional high scenario and the various end use scenarios mean that the 1 

resulting forecasts are not comparable on an “apples to apples” basis. 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

8.2.3.1 If yes, please explain why the Traditional High Scenario is 6 

higher than the End-Use High Scenario. 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.8.2.3. 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

8.2.3.2 If yes, how could the End-Use methodology be adjusted to 14 

ensure that this additional range of possible energy demand is 15 

considered during planning? 16 

  17 

Response: 18 

While an artificially high scenario could be created in the End Use Model, the FEU believe there 19 

would be no merit in developing such a scenario solely for the purpose of exceeding the 20 

traditional high case. Scenarios need to be plausible and should not be developed with a 21 

specific end result in mind. 22 

The FEU do not believe it is necessary to make the results line up. The End Use Model is 23 

informed by newer and more sophisticated data. The magnitude of the datasets required to 24 

contain the two models is an example of the increased detail available in the end use model.  25 

  26 
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9.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Swan, Lukas G. and V. Ismet Ugursal, 2009, Modeling of end-use energy consumption 2 

in the residential sector: A review of modeling techniques, Renewable and Sustainable 3 

Energy Reviews 13 (8): 1819-35; 4 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.19.10, pp. 68-72; 5 

Modelling Residential Energy Consumption 6 

The referenced article presents the figure below which categorizes various techniques 7 

used for modelling residential energy consumption in to “top-down” and “bottom-up” 8 

approaches. 9 

 10 

Fig. 2: Top-down and bottom-up modeling techniques for estimating the regional or 11 

national residential energy consumption 12 

Source:  L.G. Swan, V.I. Ugursal, Modeling of end-use energy consumption in the residential 13 

sector:  A review of modeling techniques, p. 1822. 14 

The article states on page 1824:  “The SM [Statistical Method] utilizes dwelling energy 15 

consumption values from a sample of houses and one of a variety of techniques to 16 

regress the relationships between the end-uses and the energy consumption. SM 17 

models can utilize macroeconomic, energy price and income, and other regional or 18 

national indicators, thereby gaining the strengths of the top-down approach. The EM 19 

[Engineering Method] relies on information of the dwelling characteristics and end-uses 20 

themselves to calculate the energy consumption based on power ratings and use 21 

characteristics and/or heat transfer and thermodynamic principles.”5  22 

The authors provide an explanation of the three SM modeling techniques and EM 23 

modeling techniques on pages 1825 and 1828 respectively.  On page 1833 the authors 24 

                                                
5
  L.G. Swan, V.I. Ugursal, Modeling of end-use energy consumption in the residential sector:  A review 

of modeling techniques. 
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present Table 3, shown below, which summarizes their findings on the strengths and 1 

weaknesses of the top-down and bottom-up approaches. 2 

 3 

Source:  L.G. Swan, V.I. Ugursal, Modeling of end-use energy consumption in the 4 

residential sector:  A review of modeling techniques, p. 1833. 5 

The authors submit that all three modeling approaches are useful and outline the 6 

applicability of the models, based on their strengths and weaknesses, as follows: 7 

• “Top-down approaches are used for supply analysis based on long-term projections 8 

of energy demand by accounting for historic response. 9 

• Bottom-up statistical techniques are used to determine the energy demand 10 

contribution of end-uses inclusive of behavioural aspects based on data obtained 11 

from energy bills and simple surveys. 12 

• Bottom-up engineering techniques are used to explicitly calculate energy 13 

consumption of end-uses based on detailed descriptions of a representative set of 14 

houses, and these techniques have the capability of determining the impact of new 15 

technologies.” (p. 1833) 16 

9.1 Which of the bottom-up models, at the lowest hierarchical level, in Fig. 2 from the 17 

article best represents the End-Use methodology in the FEU 2014 LTRP (e.g. 18 

Regression, Conditional Demand Analysis, …, Sample)?  Please explain the 19 

selection. 20 

  21 

Response: 22 

The FEU End Use model most closely resembles the bottom-up engineering method, but 23 

calibrated in the base year to actual sales, including elements of the sub-types shown under the 24 

engineering method. The REUS adds elements of the bottom-up statistical method to the 25 

approach. Elements of the top-down approach are included, because the macroeconomic 26 

effects are incorporated into the different scenarios. 27 
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 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

The FEU’s response to BCUC 1.19.10 indicates, when summed, that for the 2011 base 5 

year space heating, domestic hot water and fireplace account for at least 94 percent of 6 

residential demand for each of the service regions.  Similarly, for the 2011 base year, 7 

space heating and domestic hot water account for at least 77 percent of commercial 8 

demand for each of the service regions. 9 

9.2 Please confirm the calculations of 94 percent and 77 percent for the 2011 base 10 

year. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

Confirmed 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

9.3 Does the FEU anticipate any significant changes in technology for residential or 18 

commercial space heating and domestic hot water and residential fireplaces 19 

during the planning period?  If so, please elaborate. 20 

  21 

Response: 22 

The changes in technology in the case of space heating, DHW and fireplaces are, in all three 23 

cases, incremental changes towards technologies that are already present in the marketplace, 24 

at the rate of retirement of old equipment. There are no game-changing technologies in the 25 

model with respect to trends for those end uses. 26 

 27 

 28 

 29 

9.4 Does the FEU anticipate any significant shift in the proportion of annual end-use 30 

demand from the current major sources of residential and commercial end-use 31 

demand (space heating, domestic hot water and fireplaces) to other natural gas 32 

end-uses during the planning period?  If so, please elaborate. 33 

  34 
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Response: 1 

The end-use demand forecast suggests a shift in the proportion of the annual residential end-2 

use demand between the fireplace load and domestic hot water load. Figure 3-10: Reference 3 

Case Demand for Three Largest Residential End-Uses by Consumption – All Regions of the 4 

2014 LTRP submission illustrates how the domestic hot water load which currently ranks as the 5 

second largest residential load would become the third largest load sometime between 2026 6 

and 2031. 7 

No significant shift is forecast for the commercial end-use demand with each of the major end 8 

uses maintaining their current ranking throughout the forecasting horizon. 9 

  10 
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10.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

BC Hydro November 2013 Integrated Resource Plan (2013 IRP), 2 

Section 2.4.1, 3 

pp. 2-36 and 2-38;6 Appendix 2A – 2012 Electric Load Forecast, 4 

Appendix 1, pp. 66-69;7  5 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 3.1, p. 38; 6 

Demand Forecasting using the Statistically Adjusted End-use 7 

Methodology 8 

On page 66 of Appendix 2A in the 2013 IRP, BC Hydro states:  “BC Hydro forecasts 9 

residential and commercial distribution sales by using the Statistically Adjusted End-Use 10 

(SAE) model. This model incorporates end-use information, economic data, weather 11 

data and market data to construct regional forecasts.”  BC Hydro then elaborates that 12 

the SAE model defines energy use using explanatory variables constructed from end-13 

use information, economic drivers, dwelling data and weather data.  Figures 2-6 and 2-7 14 

in BC Hydro’s 2013 IRP suggest that BC Hydro is able to calculate forecasts for each 15 

year from 2014 through 2033.  Figure A1.1 on page 69 of Appendix 2A in the BC Hydro 16 

2013 IRP summarizes the inputs used in the construction of the regression variables for 17 

the commercial sector. 18 

On page 38 of the Application the FEU state:  “The FEU’s demand forecasts are used to 19 

ensure adequate system capacity, to plan gas supply resources, and also to provide a 20 

baseline against which to analyse the impact of proposed or potential future initiatives 21 

such as expanded energy efficiency and conservation activities or growth in natural gas 22 

sales for fuelling transportation.” 23 

10.1 Please compare and contrast the FEU’s End-Use methodology with the SAE 24 

methodology utilized to forecast residential and commercial distribution demand 25 

in BC Hydro’s 2013 IRP. 26 

  27 

Response: 28 

The FEU believe it is impractical to perform such an investigation for two reasons noted below. 29 

First, the current FEU End Use model was developed cost effectively in response to 30 

recommendations and directions from BCUC Order No. G-14-11 and Order No.  G- 44-12, by 31 

repurposing data already collected for different purposes (the Conservation Potential Review). 32 

The progress and results of that work were reported on regularly at the Resource Planning 33 

                                                
6
  https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-planning-

documents/integrated-resource-plans/current-plan/0002-nov-2013-irp-chap-2.pdf 
7
  https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-planning-

documents/integrated-resource-plans/current-plan/0200a-nov-2013-irp-appx-2a.pdf 

https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-planning-documents/integrated-resource-plans/current-plan/0002-nov-2013-irp-chap-2.pdf
https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-planning-documents/integrated-resource-plans/current-plan/0002-nov-2013-irp-chap-2.pdf
https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-planning-documents/integrated-resource-plans/current-plan/0200a-nov-2013-irp-appx-2a.pdf
https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/regulatory-planning-documents/integrated-resource-plans/current-plan/0200a-nov-2013-irp-appx-2a.pdf
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Advisory Group meetings held in 2012 and 2013. At no time was there a suggestion during the 1 

RPAG sessions that additional modelling methodologies be investigated and compared. 2 

Additionally, Order No. G-14-11 did not contain a direction or recommendation to compare and 3 

contrast competing methodologies.  The FEU did not therefore perform a compare and contrast 4 

exercise in preparation for this proceeding. 5 

Second, the work to compare and contrast a particular methodology (whether from BC Hydro, 6 

PNG or PSE) to the current method would be time consuming due to the detailed investigations 7 

that must be completed. How a new model would make use of existing data, how new results 8 

would compare with old, how required features such as robust scenario modelling are 9 

implemented would all take time and resources to investigate, compare and report on. In 10 

addition practical considerations such as where and how to store the millions of data records 11 

and the methods to retrieve them need to be considered. All these considerations cost time and 12 

money to investigate, compare, contrast and report on. The time alone required to complete a 13 

thorough investigation of multiple competing methodologies would far exceed the response 14 

period allotted for this round of IRs.  15 

However, notwithstanding the above, the FEU understand that the Statistically Adjusted End 16 

Use Model (SAE) used by BC Hydro is provided by a company named Itron from the United 17 

States.  The SAE is therefore a term used to refer to the Itron model.  Adopting an SAE model 18 

would require that the FEU become an Itron customer.  At a high level, the FEU understand that 19 

the Itron model uses data from the US Energy Information Administration and this data forms 20 

the basis for the model.  On the other hand the FEU End Use Model makes use of end use data 21 

already collected from our customers.  The FEU believe it is better to use data collected from 22 

our customers than it is to use data collected in the United States.  Further, it is unlikely that the 23 

development of a custom or proprietary SAE model would be cost effective.  24 

 25 

 26 

 27 

10.2 Would the SAE methodology allow the FEU to calculate demand forecasts for 28 

each year in the planning period?  Please elaborate. 29 

  30 

Response: 31 

The FEU believe that any method from SAE to CDA to any of the methods mentioned in Fig. 2 32 

in the preamble to BCUC IR 2.9.1 can be reported at any level of granularity. For example in the 33 

short term FIS model used for RRA forecasts data is entered and can be reported at the 34 

monthly level. Conversely the peak forecast as reported in the Annual Contracting Plan includes 35 

load duration curves that can report at the daily level. The reporting period capability of any 36 

model is not normally a function of the model, as suggested in this question. The reporting 37 

period is a decision based on pragmatism, cost effectiveness and the maintenance of quality in 38 
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the results.  In the case of the End Use Model reporting at the annual level would have 1 

increased the cost of the forecast with absolutely no increase in forecast performance. The FEU 2 

believe that the same pragmatism would apply to an SAE (or any other) model. In long term 3 

forecasts the FEU consider linear interpolations between milestone years to be adequate and 4 

would likely use the same approach in any long term model. Simply put, as the duration of the 5 

forecast increases FEU believes it is practical and cost effective to increase the time between 6 

reporting periods while relying on simple linear interpolation to establish intervening values as 7 

needed. 8 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.19.2.2. 9 

 10 

 11 

 12 

10.3 Does the FEU see any value in utilizing SAE for demand forecasts?  Please 13 

discuss the capability of the SAE to satisfy the use of the FEU’s demand 14 

forecasts as outlined in the preamble. 15 

  16 

Response: 17 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.10.1. 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

10.4 Please compare the effort required, including technical ability and amount of 22 

time, by staff to produce annual demand forecasts using the SAE with the End-23 

Use methodology. 24 

  25 

Response: 26 

As discussed in the response to BCUC IR 2.10.1 the level of effort to learn the Itron/SAE model, 27 

how the inputs need to be changed, what inputs are required, how to interpret the outputs etc. 28 

far exceeds the scope of a single information request response. Such a project would need to 29 

be funded and completed during the development of the next LTRP.  As a result the FEU are 30 

not be in a position to provide a reasonable estimate of effort, technical ability or amount of time 31 

required to produce a long term forecast with the Itron/SAE model. 32 

 33 

 34 

 35 
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11.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. (PNG) 2014 Resource Plan, Exhibit B-1, 2 

Section 3, pp. 47-58;8  3 

Comparison with PNG Residential Demand Forecast Methodology 4 

On page 47 of their 2014 Resource Plan, PNG states:  “The residential forecast is now 5 

based on an end-use methodology that determines the average residential use per 6 

account based on a number of influencing factors including dwelling type, construction, 7 

the numbers and types of natural gas appliances in the home, and the behaviour of 8 

residents. The relationship between each of the influencing factors and the residential 9 

use per account was determined through a Conditional Demand Analysis (CDA) with 10 

data acquired through a REUS [Residential End-Use Survey]. A complete description of 11 

the CDA is found in APPENDIX B: CONDITIONAL DEMAND ANALYSIS.” 12 

11.1 Please compare and contrast the FEU’s End-Use methodology with the CDA 13 

methodology utilized in PNG’s 2014 Resource Plan.  Please include a discussion 14 

of the advantages and disadvantages of the FEU’s End-Use method when 15 

compared to CDA utilized by PNG. 16 

  17 

Response: 18 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.10.1. 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

11.2 Would the CDA methodology be appropriate for the FEU?  Please elaborate. 23 

  24 

Response: 25 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.11.1. 26 

  27 

                                                
8
  http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2014/DOC_41306_B-1_PNGWest-2014ResourcePlanApplication.pdf 

http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2014/DOC_41306_B-1_PNGWest-2014ResourcePlanApplication.pdf
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12.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Puget Sound Energy (PSE) 2013 Resource Plan, p. 7-109; Appendix 2 

H, p. H-2;10  3 

Comparison with PSE Residential Demand Forecast Methodology 4 

On page 7-10 of the 2013 Resource Plan, PSE states:  “For longer-term forecasting, we 5 

use an econometric forecasting method that includes population growth and employment 6 

data by county.”  Figure H-1 on page H-2 of PSE’s 2013 Resource Plan:  Appendix H 7 

indicates the inputs to the in-house econometric models used to forecast the load.  8 

These include employment, income, population, housing which are input into one model 9 

and historical data, major accounts, demand-side resources, weather, retail rates and 10 

technology trends which are input into a separate model.11  11 

12.1 Please compare and contrast the FEU’s End-Use methodology with the 12 

methodology utilized in PSE’s 2013 Resource Plan.  Include a discussion of the 13 

advantages and disadvantages of the FEU’s End-Use method. 14 

  15 

Response: 16 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.10.1. 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

12.2 Does the FEU’s Annual Demand End-Use model include all of the inputs as 21 

listed in the preamble?  If not, please identify which inputs were not included and 22 

explain why. 23 

  24 

Response: 25 

The FEU End Use Model does not include all the inputs listed in the preamble. The FEU 26 

understand that the PSE model is an in house developed model that is used to forecast both 27 

gas and electric demand and revenues. The FEU are not of the opinion that the PSE model is 28 

the perfect model implementing the perfect methodology and therefore uses the precise list of 29 

inputs that all other models should be judged against. Just because the FEU End Use Model 30 

does not use retail rates or employment, for example, does not mean that it is less suitable for 31 

its intended task. The PSE model answers both the same and different questions (for example 32 

peak demands and revenue) so it is not surprising that the inputs are different. From the cited 33 

                                                
9
  http://pse.com/aboutpse/EnergySupply/Documents/IRP_2013_Chapters.pdf 

10
  https://pse.com/aboutpse/EnergySupply/Documents/IRP_2013_AppH.pdf 

11
  Ibid. 

http://pse.com/aboutpse/EnergySupply/Documents/IRP_2013_Chapters.pdf
https://pse.com/aboutpse/EnergySupply/Documents/IRP_2013_AppH.pdf
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appendix it is also not clear what inputs are used for what parts of the forecast so a comparison 1 

to the FEU End Use Forecast is irrelevant. 2 

The FEU can state that the following inputs are not used in the FEU End Use Model. 3 

Employment is not an input because economic growth is already an input to the model. The 4 

effects of employment levels on natural gas consumption are broadly similar to those of 5 

economic growth. Therefore, adding employment as an input would not provide additional 6 

information to the LTRP process. 7 

Income is not an input to the model, because gas consumption within a given type of dwelling is 8 

relatively inelastic with respect to income. Sometimes consumption will drop in the short-term in 9 

response to a sudden income shock, but the effect is usually transient and consumption soon 10 

returns close to what it was before.  11 

Retail rates: The End Use Model is a volume forecast not a revenue forecast so retail rates are 12 

not an input.  13 

Other inputs described in the preamble appear to be similar to considerations included in the 14 

FEU’s annual demand forecast using the end-use methodology. 15 

  16 
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13.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 3.1.2, p. 38; 2 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.19.7, pp. 63-64; IR 1.19.13, p. 75; IR 1.19.14.1, 3 

p. 76; Attachment 19.11, p. 1; 4 

Costs of Annual Demand Forecasting Methodologies 5 

The FEU discusses the calibration of the End-Use model in its response to BCUC IR 6 

1.19.7.  The FEU state:  “The current budget estimate for running the full model for a 7 

different base year is in the range of $75,000 to $100,000.” (Exhibit B-2, p. 63)  The FEU 8 

further states:  “The FEU’s current plan is to continue the development of the model and 9 

renew it with new base years on a regular basis.” (Exhibit B-2, p. 64) 10 

13.1 Please indicate the frequency in years that the FEU considers to be a “regular 11 

basis” as stated in the preamble. 12 

  13 

Response: 14 

The long term annual demand forecast is completed primarily for the FEU’s Long Term 15 

Resource Plan, which is submitted every 3 to 5 years.  As such, the FEU expect to prepare a 16 

revised long term annual demand forecast, including new base year data, and publish it with the 17 

LTRP every 3 to 5 years. 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

13.2 Please provide a high-level estimate to complete the table below, which seeks to 22 

allocate costs to each of the demand forecasting methodologies listed, if that 23 

methodology was the sole methodology used.  Please provide details where 24 

necessary. 25 

 26 
  27 
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Response: 1 

SAE 2 

The FEU have not used and are not licensees of the SAE model and thus cannot determine the 3 

costs required to develop a demand forecast using this methodology. Please refer to the 4 

response to BCUC IR 2.10.1 for additional information in this regard.   5 

Item 1 6 

For the reasons outlined in the response to BCUC IR 2.4.1, the FEU are unable to calculate the 7 

labour costs for internal staff involved with the operation of either the traditional or end use 8 

demand forecasts.   9 

Item 2 10 

The approximate cost and total person-hours for external resources to develop the end-use 11 

forecasting model for the 2014 LTRP is indicated in the table below. Since the end use model 12 

has now been developed, the future costs to update that model will be lower so an additional 13 

column has been added to the table. No external resources are required for the operation of the 14 

traditional model.  15 

  Demand Forecasting Methodologies 

Item Costs ($000’s) / Person-Hours Traditional 
End-Use  

(First Time) 

End-Use  

(Subsequent Years) 

2 External Resource 0 
$358 / $175 /  

600 hours 1,200 hours 

 16 

Other Relevant Costs 17 

The CPR is required to develop the end-use annual forecast; however, the study must be 18 

conducted irrespective of which forecasting methodology is used. The cost for the use of CPRs 19 

in future end-use annual demand forecasting analyses depends on the frequency and scope of 20 

those CPRs. 21 

Additionally, the time for external resources to assist with the long term EEC analysis is 22 

embedded in the costs of the end use model in the table above since the end use model formed 23 

the basis for the long term EEC analysis.  The traditional annual demand forecasting model, if 24 

used alone, would result in additional costs for long term EEC analysis that are not captured in 25 

the table above and have not been determined by the FEU.   26 

 27 

 28 
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 1 

13.3 Please provide a high-level estimate to complete the table below, which seeks to 2 

determine the effort required in person-hours to develop demand forecasts using 3 

the methodologies listed.  Please provide details where necessary. 4 

 5 
  6 

Response: 7 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.13.2. 8 

  9 
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14.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 9, pp. 164-166;  2 

Discontinuation of the Traditional Annual Demand Forecasting 3 

Method 4 

14.1 Please provide the name of other gas distribution utilities that uses solely end-5 

use forecasting.  Please elaborate on the utility including mention of its size, 6 

region serviced and number of customers serviced. 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

As explained in the response to BCUC IR 2.9.1, the FEU have not and will not be using a 10 

“solely” end-use forecasting approach for LTRP annual demand forecasting (note: the 11 

Companies are not proposing an end use methodology for annual RRA/PBR use and rate 12 

forecasting.  The existing FIS system will continue to be used for this purpose). Instead, end-13 

use analysis is one aspect of FEUs’ annual demand forecasts, which incorporate elements of 14 

bottom-up statistical and engineering methods, as well as top down econometric methods. The 15 

FEUs’ review of other utilities methodologies revealed that many utilities use end-use analysis 16 

as an aspect of their forecast.  17 

What stands out from a high-level examination of forecasting methods among other utilities is 18 

that, while there are common elements, no two utility forecasts use the same methodology. 19 

Every utility has a unique approach to forecasting. The variety of forecasting methodologies 20 

used reflects the fact that utilities’ needs and capabilities vary; each utility has different 21 

resources, unique planning environments (i.e. policies and regulations, gas-electric combined 22 

utility, etc.), unique data and data sets, and/or may utilize consultants that will all offer up their 23 

own custom approach and methods. Therefore, there are many approaches that would be 24 

considered common, often with each utility customizing the approach to suit their needs, 25 

capabilities and available data. 26 

The FEU have chosen to use the end-use methodology after proposing this methodology in the 27 

2010 LTRP and the Commission endorsement of the proposal.  The Companies believe it is the 28 

best methodology to meet the unique requirements and needs of the FEU. The FEU were able 29 

to capitalize on existing unique resources; in this case, the 2010 Conservation Potential Review 30 

which provided a source of existing end-use demand characteristics for the development of a 31 

base year data set. 32 

In response to the question, the FEU have provided a few examples of other utilities that utilize 33 

end-use analysis.  34 

1. PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS 35 

Pacific Northern Gas (PNG) delivers natural gas to customers in west-central British 36 

Columbia, and the province’s northeast. At year-end 2012, PNG provided gas service to 37 
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approximately 39,900 residential, commercial and industrial customers. The PNG-West 1 

system served approximately 20,500 customers and the Northeast system served 2 

approximately 19,400 customers. PNG delivered approximately 9.8 PJs of gas in 2013. 3 

Forecast Methodologies: 4 

In their most recent LTRP, PNG’s residential forecast is based on an end-use methodology 5 

that determines the average residential use per account based on a number of influencing 6 

factors including dwelling type, construction, the numbers and types of natural gas 7 

appliances in the home, and the behavior of residents. The relationship between each of the 8 

influencing factors and the residential use per account was determined through a 9 

Conditional Demand Analysis (CDA) with data acquired through a residential end use 10 

survey (REUS). 11 

In the Fall of 2013, PNG commissioned a REUS targeting a sample of residential customers 12 

from across all PNG divisions. The survey identified demographic makeup and consumption 13 

behavior of PNG’s residential customers. Such information, combined with customers’ 14 

historical billed consumption data is a key input to PNG’s residential end-use model that 15 

forms the basis for a refined residential annual and peak day demand forecasting model, as 16 

well as for the assessment of the impact of various demand-side measures (DSM) being 17 

contemplated. 18 

PNG has used a CDA technique to develop end-use models for single family dwellings, 19 

multi-family dwellings such as duplexes, triplexes and townhouses, apartments and 20 

condominiums in vertical subdivisions, and mobile homes. CDA is a statistical method that is 21 

used to estimate end-use specific energy consumption, without requiring end-use metered 22 

data for the appliances. Instead, it relies on the statistical analysis of consumption data, 23 

appliance saturation data, and other data such as demographic, household, weather, 24 

economic and market data. 25 

2. MANITOBA HYDRO 26 

Manitoba Hydro is a Crown Corporation and the province's major energy utility. Manitoba 27 

Hydro serves 269,700 natural gas customers in various communities throughout southern 28 

Manitoba. Natural gas service is provided by Centra Gas, a wholly-owned subsidiary of 29 

Manitoba Hydro. In 2012, Manitoba Hydro’s natural gas customers used 69.19 PJ.   30 

Forecast Methodologies: 31 

Manitoba Hydro uses an end-use forecast methodology for their residential annual energy 32 

forecast. Their ‘Mass Market’ (i.e. Commercial/Industrial except for the Top customers) 33 

annual energy forecast is econometric. Their ‘Top Consumers’ (largest customers) annual 34 

energy forecast is individually forecast for the short term using customer information, and is 35 

forecast as a group using trend analysis for the long term. Manitoba Hydro conducts a 36 

Residential Survey approximately every 5 years and uses this information for appliance 37 
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saturations in their Residential End Use model, as well as for widely varying uses in their 1 

Marketing and DSM Departments. Combined with billing data for each customer, Manitoba 2 

Hydro also performs a Conditional Demand Analysis of the survey data and the appliance 3 

average uses are used in their Residential End Use model.  4 

The Residential energy forecast is determined using a detailed end use model. The forecast 5 

of the number of Residential Customers is derived from the growth in residential customers 6 

as forecast in Manitoba Hydro’s 2012 Economic Outlook. The 2009 Residential Energy Use 7 

Survey provides end use saturation rates, detailed information on newly constructed 8 

dwellings, and appliance age distributions and their expected lifetimes. The end use 9 

assumptions included current usage information and efficiency improvement information. 10 

The number of appliances and their estimated usage are multiplied together to calculate an 11 

energy forecast for each end use. All uses are then combined to calculate the total use for 12 

the SGS Residential End Use Forecast. 13 

3. UNION GAS 14 

Union Gas is a natural gas distribution business serving about 1.4 million customers in over 15 

400 communities across northern, southwestern and eastern Ontario.  16 

Forecast Methodologies: 17 

Similar to the FEU, Union Gas contracted ICF Marbek Consulting to conduct their 2011 18 

Conservation Potential Review. This review was conducted with an end-use analysis to 19 

determine DSM/EEC savings. Whether Union Gas will use this information for the purpose 20 

of annual demand forecasting will depend on their requirements. 21 

4. ENBRIDGE GAS 22 

Enbridge Gas Distribution serves over 2 million customers in central and eastern Ontario. 23 

Forecast Methodologies: 24 

Similar to the FEU, Enbridge Gas contracted ICF Marbek Consulting to conduct their 2011 25 

Conservation Potential Review. This review was conducted with an end-use analysis to 26 

determine DSM/EEC savings. Whether Enbridge Gas will use this information for the 27 

purpose of annual demand forecasting will again depend on their requirements. 28 

5. QUESTAR GAS 29 

Questar Gas provides retail natural gas-distribution service to almost 900,000 customers in 30 

Utah, southwestern Wyoming and a small portion of southeastern Idaho. 2012 sales 31 

volumes were 181.70 PJ  32 
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Forecast Methodologies: 1 

According to their 2013-14 Integrated Resource Plan, Questar Gas’ primary modeling tool 2 

for long-term residential usage is an end-use model that estimates consumption for space 3 

heat, water heating, and other natural gas appliance use based on appliance efficiency and 4 

housing characteristics. The model incorporates estimates of housing characteristics, 5 

natural gas appliance saturation by efficiency rating throughout the residential customer 6 

base, customer growth projections, and projected changes in economic variables that affect 7 

use per customer such as the average residential gas bill and household income. Effects on 8 

use per customer from the company’s energy efficiency programs based on past and 9 

projected participation have also been addressed in the model. Along with the end-use 10 

model, statistical time series methods using SAS Enterprise Time Series 9.3 and Forecast 11 

Pro XE are also utilized in the forecasting process. 12 

Questar’s Commercial and Industrial annual energy forecast is econometric. 13 

6. Colorado Springs Utilities 14 
Colorado Springs Utilities (CSU) operates a local distribution system supplying natural gas 15 

to approximately 187,500 customers in about a 500 square mile service area, delivering 16 

23.51 PJ in 2010.  17 

Forecast Methodologies: 18 

According to their 2011 Gas Integrated Resource Plan, CSU’s demand forecast is 19 

developed through a combination of statistical adjusted end-use modeling and econometric 20 

analysis. The natural gas sales and use-per-customer forecasts employed a combination of 21 

econometric and end-use modeling. New federal appliance efficiency standards were 22 

accounted for by using an end-use model to adjust the results of the econometric model of 23 

the residential sector. The commercial sector used a traditional econometric approach. 24 

 25 

 26 

 27 

14.2 Does the FEU consider the proposal of utilizing solely the end-use demand 28 

forecasting methodology for all sectors in future long-term resource plans, to be 29 

commonly used within the natural gas distribution industry?  Please elaborate. 30 

  31 

Response: 32 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.14.1.  33 

  34 
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15.0 Reference: SYSTEM RESOURCE NEEDS AND ALTERNATIVES 1 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 5;  2 

Reinforcements and Expansions 3 

15.1 Please indicate if there is any infrastructure project, or category of projects, 4 

relevant to the FEU’s business which has a lead time (design, build, commission) 5 

greater than five years.  If so, please describe briefly, the nature of this project(s), 6 

the lead time in years and discuss the factors which contribute to the duration of 7 

project.  Please consider projects related to transmission pipelines, distribution 8 

pipelines, storage facilities, system reinforcement and any other relevant areas of 9 

the FEU’s natural gas distribution business. 10 

  11 

Response: 12 

No, generally there are no projects or category of projects that require a lead time greater than 13 

five years to complete the design, build and commissioning.  Specifically, the FEU currently 14 

have no projects approved and in design that have a projected in service date beyond 2019.     15 

  16 
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16.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.19.13, p. 75; 2 

Alternate Use of Input Data for End-Use Methodology 3 

In the response to BCUC IR 1.19.13, the FEU state:  “The FEU conduct a range of 4 

customer and market research to meet a range of business needs, much of which helps 5 

to inform the LTRP and the long term demand forecast … these costs will be incurred 6 

irrespective of the end use annual demand methodology. … Absent the CPR 7 

[Conservation Potential Review], two key studies that are vital to the end-use 8 

methodology are the Residential End Use Study (REUS) and the Commercial End Use 9 

Study (CEUS). The most recent costs for these two studies provide insight into the costs 10 

of acquiring the background information that goes into the end use annual demand 11 

forecasting study. These costs would still be incurred if the traditional methodology 12 

continued to be used.” 13 

16.1 Please describe in detail the “range of business needs” referred to in the 14 

preamble, and discuss how the acquired data allows the FEU to meet these 15 

needs. 16 

  17 

Response: 18 

The FEU conduct a broad range of customer and research projects to support business needs 19 

including: customer satisfaction; energy efficiency; communications; safety; demand 20 

forecasting; regulatory submissions and marketing.  21 

Customer satisfaction research is used to enhance the customer experience by ensuring that 22 

the services provided to the customer are appropriate, relevant, delivered in a timely manner 23 

and of high quality. The FEU conduct a suite of surveys to measure satisfaction with various 24 

customer transactions and contact channels. The information is used to coach staff, refine 25 

business processes, and tailor services to best meet the needs of our customers. 26 

Energy efficiency research has two primary roles: identifying which areas of energy efficiency 27 

and conservation (EEC) the FEU should focus on and measuring the effectiveness of EEC 28 

programs. The CPR informs program choices by estimating the likely market for various 29 

measures and the potential Total Resource Cost (TRC). Evaluation reviews determine the 30 

validity of the assumptions used to plan programs and measures customer satisfaction with how 31 

the program was delivered. This information is used to refine programs to ensure they are 32 

relevant and delivered in an effective manner. 33 

Communications research is used to measure the effectiveness of corporate communications 34 

messages and the channels used to deliver those messages. The research helps the FEU 35 

measure public awareness of key messaging around issues such as safety and energy 36 
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efficiency and helps inform decisions around the design of creative content and selection of 1 

media channels.  2 

Research is also used extensively to support submissions to the BCUC covering such topics as 3 

rate design, amalgamation, the Customer Choice program and the MX Test. The Marketing 4 

group also uses research to understand trends in natural gas end-uses and customer attitudes 5 

towards competing energy options.   6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

16.2 Please provide a table showing the duration and anticipated date of completion 10 

of the next: (i) CPR, (ii) REUS, (iii) CEUS, and (iv) LTRP. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

Item Est. Start Date Est. Completion Date Est. Duration 

Conservation Potential Review (CPR) Q1-2015 Q3-2016* 1.5 years 

Residential End-Use Study (REUS) Q3-2015 Q3-2016 1 year 

Commercial End-Use Study (CEUS) Q3-2014 Q1-2015 6 months 

Long Term Resource Plan (LTRP) Q4-2014 See note** 2-4 years 

* As indicated in the response to CEC IR 1.59.1, the FEU have recently started discussions with BC 14 

Hydro and FortisBC Inc. on how the CPR collaboration will operate, and do not currently have an 15 

agreed upon timeframe for completion of the CPR.  However, based on discussions to date, the FEU 16 

anticipate that all final CPR reports will be completed by mid-2016. 17 

** The FEU estimate that the next iteration of the LTRP will be completed approximately two to four years 18 

following the Commission’s acceptance of the 2014 LTRP. 19 

  20 
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17.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.20.1, p. 78; 2 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Appendix A-1, pp. 26-27, Long Range Price 3 

Forecasts; Exhibit B-1, Application, Appendix B-3, Scenario 4 

Descriptions, p. 14; Gas Supply Scenarios and Gas Price Forecasts 5 

In the response to BCUC IR 1.20.1 the FEU state:  “The forecast of natural gas prices 6 

was conducted by the FEU exogenously from the model and provided to the external 7 

consultant, ICF Marbek. Future scenarios that included abundant gas supplies utilized a 8 

lower natural gas price forecast than those that included constrained natural gas 9 

supplies as explained in Appendix B-3 of Exhibit B-1.” 10 

Figure 2, at page 27 of Appendix A-1 in the Application, is a graph titled “Natural Gas 11 

Price Forecasts” that shows four long range forecasts for the period 2013 to 2031. 12 

Appendix B-3 of the Application includes in each scenario description assumptions and 13 

interpretations of the assumptions regarding future gas prices. 14 

17.1 Are the four long-range price forecasts shown in Figure 2 of Appendix A-1 of the 15 

Application the same price forecasts that are used to derive the regional price 16 

forecasts?  If not, please provide the long-range price forecasts used in the 17 

forecast model and describe the relationship between the gas price forecasts in 18 

Appendix 2 to those used in the End-Use model. 19 

  20 

Response: 21 

The FEU presume that the references made in the preamble and the request above are Figure 22 

22 rather than Figure 2 and Appendix A-1 rather than Appendix 2 (in the last line of the request). 23 

No, the four long-range price forecasts shown in Figure 22 of Appendix A-1 of the application 24 

are the latest long-range price forecasts from different sources (EIA, WoodMac, GLJ) and the 25 

NYMEX forward price curve at the time of the 2014 LTRP submission.  The long-range price 26 

forecasts used in the forecast model are based on GLJ long-range price forecasts only.  27 

Historical GLJ long-range price forecasts from different moments in the past were used in each 28 

of the model scenarios to capture and represent a broad range of pricing scenarios based on 29 

the different historical gas market price environments. 30 

For example, the GLJ long-range price forecast from July 2008, a year where energy prices 31 

were among the highest in the past 10 years, was used for Scenario B to represent gas prices 32 

in a moderate to high price environment.  The GLJ long-range price forecast from July 2011 was 33 

used for Scenario A, January 2013 for Scenario C, January 2010 for Scenario D, and October 34 

2010 for the Reference Case. 35 

  36 
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18.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING  1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.20.1.1, pp. 78-79;  2 

Fuel Share and Price Elasticity 3 

In response to BCUC IR 1.20.1.1 the FEU state:  “Furthermore the model makes 4 

changes to fuel shares which are linked to price elasticity.” 5 

18.1 Are electricity price forecasts used in the end-use model? 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

No, the electricity price in the model is static and is the same for all five scenarios.   9 

 10 

 11 

 12 

18.2 Does the model implicitly assume the same electricity prices for all scenarios so 13 

that only the relative gas price changes between scenarios?  Does such an 14 

assumption impair the results?  Please explain your answer. 15 

  16 

Response: 17 

The model uses the same electricity price for all scenarios and only the gas price changes 18 

between scenarios. 19 

No, this assumption does not impair the model, but rather allows the model to function as it 20 

should.  The primary issue the FEU were exploring through variations in fuel pricing was the 21 

likely changes in fuel share, primarily between electricity and natural gas.  Varying the electricity 22 

price would introduce an unnecessary complication to this exploration by increasing the number 23 

of different pricing combinations, without producing any useful new information. This is because 24 

the financial driver for a fuel switching action is the relative price between the fuels, not the 25 

absolute price of each.  Holding electricity price constant permits a full investigation of the 26 

effects of changing relative pricing between the two fuels. 27 

If all fuels are rising in price, there is some downward pressure on consumption of all fuels, but 28 

the elasticity is much smaller than the price elasticity that leads to switching between fuels. 29 

People still have to live and work, and there is a limit to how much they can adjust their need for 30 

the services energy provides.  The FEU have therefore not made adjustments for this effect in 31 

any explicit way. To some extent, the variation in economic growth would have a similar effect 32 

on gas consumption to the effect of parallel variations in all energy pricing. Economic growth is 33 

varied between scenarios.  34 
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One tangible effect that varying electricity prices would have is to change the results of the TRC 1 

tests applied for energy efficiency measures that save both electricity and gas.  However, there 2 

are relatively few measures that are so close to the margin between passing and failing that a 3 

change in electricity pricing would tip them one way or the other, so the effect would be very 4 

small. The FEU have explored the effects of varying gas prices by running EEC scenarios B and 5 

C, and we believe varying electricity prices as well would add very little new information. 6 

  7 
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19.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING  1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IRs 1.20.1.3 and 1.20.2, pp. 79-80;  2 

Fuel Share and Price Elasticity 3 

In response to BCUC IR 1.20.1.3 the FEU state:  “There was an iterative feedback 4 

process of making adjustments to these input assumptions and examining the resulting 5 

consumption changes to assess how it compared to expected price elasticity, but this 6 

was a manual process.” 7 

In response to BCUC IR 1.20.2 the FEU state:  “Scenario Explanation Documents were 8 

developed for each scenario and sector, to describe the assumptions involved in each 9 

scenario and the specific actions planned to implement these assumptions … As an 10 

example, if the client/consultant discussion concluded that the price change for Scenario 11 

X would result in a 5% decrease in commercial gas consumption to 2031, we would 12 

make manual adjustments to specific values in the feeder workbooks for space heating 13 

and DHW.” 14 

19.1 Are these Scenario Explanation Documents in a readable format and of a 15 

manageable size so they can be placed on the record in this proceeding?  If so, 16 

please provide them. 17 

  18 

Response: 19 

The Scenario Explanation Documents are already on record in this proceeding in Appendix B-3 20 

– End-Use Annual Demand Forecasting Scenario Descriptions, of the 2014 LTRP. These 21 

documents are in a readable format and of a manageable size.  22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

19.2 To what extent do the iterative feedback and manual adjustment processes 26 

render the results more subjective due to the judgment involved in the manual 27 

adjustments? 28 

  29 

Response: 30 

There is subjectivity in the manual adjustment process:  however, it is important to note there is 31 

subjectivity in all forecasting.  There would also be subjectivity in the way an automatic 32 

adjustment process works in that the subjectivity occurs earlier in the process when coefficients 33 

and equations are set up. The FEU believe that this approach is more transparent and 34 

understandable, and therefore if problems do arise it is easier to correct them. The FEU have 35 
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dealt with subjectivity by bracketing answers. In this way using the multiple scenario model 1 

protects against errors in judgment in setting the adjustment factors.   2 

  3 
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20.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.38.1, pp. 142-143;  2 

Variables in the Scenario Analysis 3 

In response to BCUC IR 1.38.1, the FEU provide a table that shows, for each variable, 4 

the value in the reference case and the value in the other scenarios. 5 

20.1 To what extent does this table summarize the major components and variables of 6 

the end use model?  If it is a limited description of the model, could it be modified 7 

to make the model and its results more transparent to observers such as the 8 

Commission and Interveners?  If so, would the FEU be able to do that? 9 

  10 

Response: 11 

The table provided is a complete summary of the major components and variables in the end 12 

use model. It is at a very aggregated level, to make it easy to read and understand, but it does 13 

not reflect the full level of detail in the model itself.  14 

As stated in the response to BCUC IR 2.7.1, the FEU believe one of the strengths of the end 15 

use modeling approach is that the assumptions are explicit in the model and can be reviewed. 16 

As with the original reference case, the model of each scenario is large and detailed, and a 17 

complete listing of the varying assumptions would be very bulky. As stated before, the FEU 18 

recognize the value of external review of the scenario assumptions, and is interested in finding 19 

an efficient and workable approach to facilitate that review.  20 

The available approaches to scenario review are the same as those described in the table 21 

provided in the response to BCUC IR 2.7.1. The FEU believe the same approach should be 22 

chosen for both tasks. 23 

While the FEU understand that it is important to provide opportunity for such review, the FEU 24 

also note that the model did undergo review with the Resource Planning Advisory Group over a 25 

two year period, which included BCUC staff, and therefore was not developed in isolation from 26 

such review. 27 

  28 
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21.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.49.2, pp. 173-174;  2 

Peak Day Demand Forecast 3 

The response to BCUC IR 1.49.2 describes the method for forecasting the peak day 4 

demand. 5 

21.1 Please provide a plot of the regression analysis and the regression statistics 6 

used to develop the use per customer for each of the service areas. 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

The information request and the response to BCUC IR 1.49.2 was related to peak hour 10 

forecasting methodology, not peak day methodology.  For clarity, the FEU provide the following 11 

additional detail with respect to the peak hour methodology: 12 

The peak hour demand is used for distribution system modeling and planning as well as 13 

transmission systems such as the Coastal Transmission System (CTS) and small transmission 14 

laterals with limited available line pack. The process to determine a peak hour use per customer 15 

(UPC) does not produce a regression plot on a regional basis but performs a unique regression 16 

analysis on every heat sensitive customer in the FEU service territory.  The FEU cannot 17 

therefore provide regression plots and regression statistics on a regional basis, but can provide 18 

some additional clarification on the process for determining the peak hour demand.  Please note 19 

that the peak hour UPC is refreshed annually and is based on the most recent customer 20 

consumption information 21 

The regression produced in determining peak hour UPC is based on the customers’ previous 22 

two calendar years billed consumption and the prevailing regional Degree Day temperature 23 

during the individual billing periods.   The figure below is an example of the regression plot of an 24 

individual Rate 1 residential customer located in North Vancouver where our local design 25 

degree day (DDD) is a 31DDD.  The data points on the plot have a Y coordinate equal to the 26 

average daily consumption for a billing period and an X coordinate equal to the average degree 27 

day prevailing during the billing period. The customer’s peak UPC (as a daily GJ/day value) is 28 

read from the Y axis where the line intersects with a 31DD read from the X axis. 29 
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 1 

 2 
As described in the response to BCUC IR 1.49.2 the customer UPC is converted to a peak hour 3 

value using a peak hour factor, additionally the value is converted to standard cubic meters per 4 

hour using the local average heating value.  In the example plot above the converted peak UPC 5 

projected for this residential customer is 1.37 std m3/hr.  Data for all customers is summed and 6 

averaged by rate class for each local region (by municipality or group of adjacent municipalities.  7 

These municipal UPC’s, refreshed on an annual basis, are averaged with the results of the 8 

previous two years results to smooth variations.  Multiplication of averaged UPC for each rate 9 

class by the account forecast is used to determine the peak hour forecast for the region.  The 10 

table below provides an example of the most current result of calculated UPC for Rate 1, 2 and 11 

3 customers for the North and West Vancouver Region.  Note that the customer used in the 12 

example above with a peak UPC of 1.37 std m3/hr falls below the average UPC for residential 13 

customers in the North and West Vancouver region. 14 

North & West Vancouver Peak Hour UPC by Rate 

Rate Code Average UPC (std m³/hr) Total # of Customers 

1 1.82 41686 

2 6.41 2952 

3 42.37 276 

 15 

 16 

 17 
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21.2 Have any Design Degree Days occurred during the return period, and if so, how 1 

many?  Are actually occurring Design Degree Days or days that are close to the 2 

Design Degree Days used to calibrate or check the accuracy of the extrapolation 3 

method? 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

In the last 20 years the FEU have not recorded an occurrence of a Design Degree Day 7 

condition in any of the weather zones in utility’s operating areas. During the winter period the 8 

FEU do investigate the coldest occurring weather days in selected regions to confirm that the 9 

UPC’s used in analysis give reasonable results.  Portable pressure recorders are placed each 10 

winter at tail end locations and other points of interest within various distribution systems and 11 

compared to modeled results.  Additionally, regressions are performed on select gate station 12 

flows for comparison purposes against load forecast predictions. 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

21.3 What checks do the FEU use to determine if the peak day and peak hour 17 

forecasts are reasonable? 18 

  19 

Response: 20 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.21.2. 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

21.4 Please update Figures 3-17 through 3-20 of the Application to include at least 10 25 

years of historic Peak Day demand (with the historic data on a consistent basis 26 

with the forecast data). 27 

  28 

Response: 29 

The estimated peak demand assumes an extreme weather scenario and the expected peak 30 

load corresponding to such extreme condition has a small probability of actually occurring (1 in 31 

20).  This is consistent with the Companies’ planning and purchasing process where a 32 

reasonable level of contingency is needed in order to ensure adequate supply of gas even in 33 

extreme weather conditions.  The peak demand forecast is reflective of this reality and the table 34 

below illustrates the difference between the actual maximum gas demand occurred and the 35 

estimate peak demand for each of the years. 36 
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Please note that the actual historical peak by region varies in terms of timing and thus, when 1 

aggregated across different regions, it does not imply the same timing.  2 

 3 

 4 
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 1 

 2 
Note FEW data prior to 2008-09 are not available due to Whistler Conversion to Natural Gas. 3 

FEVI data prior to 2006-07 are not available due to data processing change in the MICS system 4 

in Measurement. 5 

  6 
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22.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 3.3.5, p. 58; Section 5, pp. 108, 113, 2 

114; 3 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IRs 1.25.5 and 1.25.5.1, p. 115; 4 

Exhibit A2-4, WesPac Midstream LNG Export Application to the NEB, 5 

p. 3; 6 

BC Hydro 2013 Integrated Resource Plan (2013 IRP), p. 2-2, p. 6-1; 7 

End-Use Demand Forecast Results by Scenarios 8 

22.1 In the FEU’s response to BCUC IR 1.25.5.1 the graphs indicate that the 9 

proposed Tilbury LNG expansion project has enough capacity to meet Natural 10 

Gas for Transportation (NGT) forecasted demand in the short and long term 11 

future.  How does this directly influence other system reinforcement/system 12 

capacity/system sustainment projects? 13 

  14 

Response: 15 

Figure 5-8 of the Application reproduced below illustrates the possible range of influence of the 16 

NGT forecast loads on system reinforcement projects by comparing the range of potential future 17 

peak demand to the capacity provided by the current system and to respective system 18 

reinforcement projects. 19 

 20 
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 1 

 2 

 3 

22.1.1 In particular, considering the reference and low demand scenarios for 4 

transportation LNG, showing excess capacity of LNG from the Tilbury 5 

facility what system reinforcement/system capacity/system sustainment 6 

projects in the Fortis system could be delayed or reduced? 7 

  8 

Response: 9 

There is currently no planned increase in send out capacity (e.g.  vaporization) and hence no 10 

opportunity to reduce or delay system improvement reinforcement projects. 11 

 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

In response to BCUC IR 1.25.5.1 the FEU state:  “If further LNG plant or infrastructure 16 

expansions are required to serve higher LNG demand and if additional industrial load 17 

locates in the Lower Mainland, there would be a need to upgrade existing pipeline and 18 

compression systems in order to accommodate these development activities.” 19 

22.2 On what basis would the FEU determine the best (optimal) use for any excess 20 

LNG capacity considering the interests of new markets and existing customers? 21 

  22 

Response: 23 

The best use, or optimal use, will depend upon the requirements of all customers, including new 24 

LNG customers, at that time.  It should be noted that the principal purpose of the Tilbury 25 

expansion is to serve customers who require LNG and therefore only new liquefaction and 26 

storage facilities are being built.   If excess liquefaction or storage capacity existed, the FEU 27 

could assess the value of using that capacity as additional on-system peaking storage.  28 

However the storage value to the gas supply portfolio would depend on the ability to add 29 

additional vapourisation or ‘re-gasification’ capacity.  The FEU will continue to monitor and 30 

assess this potential as part of its gas portfolio planning.   31 

 32 

 33 

 34 

22.2.1 Is the LNG expansion project intended for any other use? 35 

  36 
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Response: 1 

The FEU are unsure what is being requested in the question.  The LNG expansion project is to 2 

expand the production and storage of LNG for customers seeking LNG liquefaction and storage.   3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

In the WESPAC Midstream LNG Export Application to the NEB it states:  “Pursuant to 8 

the requested licence, the Applicant itself, and as agent on behalf of affiliates and third 9 

parties, will export the LNG from Canada … WPMV [WesPac Midstream – Vancouver 10 

LLC] will export LNG produced at the Tilbury LNG Plant located in Delta, British 11 

Columbia.  The Tilbury LNG Plant is currently owned and operated by FortisBC Energy 12 

Inc. (“FEI”) … The Tilbury LNG Plant is currently being expanded to increase the LNG 13 

production capacity at the site by approximately 33 million cubic feet per day … 14 

Pursuant to a development agreement with affiliates of FEI, WPMV is currently 15 

developing a marine terminal facility in the Fraser River adjacent to the Tilbury LNG 16 

Plant … Engineering and site analyses have confirmed that the Tilbury site is capable of 17 

accommodating further LNG export production expansion of approximately 462 million 18 

cubic feet per day of natural gas equivalent LNG production … The applied-for export 19 

licence volume corresponds to 400 million cubic feet per day of natural gas equivalent 20 

LNG production.”  (Exhibit A2-4, pp. 3-4) 21 

22.3 Did FEI have input to this NEB application and does it agree with the statements 22 

and values above? 23 

  24 

Response: 25 

FEI did have the opportunity to review the NEB application but did not have input.  FEI agrees 26 

that the site may have the potential to have the level of production capability noted but to 27 

determine the actual feasibility of this potential would require significant front end engineering 28 

design work that has not been performed at this time.  29 

 30 

 31 

 32 

22.4 Please update (i) Figure 5-5 on page 108 and (ii) Figure 5-8 on page 113 of the 33 

Application to include this single LNG export application volumes. 34 

  35 
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Response: 1 

i)  Figure 5-5 has not been updated since this specific plot was used to provide an isolated 2 

view of the capacity constraints on the Nichol to Coquitlam pipeline within the Coastal 3 

Transmission System. The relationship between the capacity of the Nichol to Coquitlam 4 

pipeline relative to the capacity of the entire CTS is complex and the FEU feel that an 5 

update of this plot would not provide useful information. Figure 5-8 provides a more 6 

functional indication of capacity requirements on the CTS. 7 

ii)  Below is an updated version of Figure 5-8 with the addition of 400 mmscfd load as 8 

contemplated by the LNG export application.   Since the potential timing and phasing of the 9 

proposed export volumes is not known, for the purposes of this response it is assumed that 10 

the 400 mmscfd [mmscfd = million standard cubic feet per day] load is added in 2018 11 

resulting in a marked increase in daily demand. Dashed red lines indicate the Coastal 12 

Transmission System capacity for different combinations of reinforcements. The different 13 

reinforcements are described in the legend to the right of the figure. No conclusions 14 

regarding the timing and phasing of the proposed export volume or the timing of 15 

reinforcements should be drawn from this figure. 16 

 17 
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 1 

 2 

 3 

22.5 Does Figure 5-9 on page 114 of the Application show the possible future 4 

expansions necessary to serve this single LNG export volumes?  If not, please 5 

update. 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

Additional expansions that may be required to accommodate this single LNG load are shown on 9 

the updated Figure 5-9. The extent of some of the looping downstream of the Langley 10 

compressor are dependent upon the presence / absence of the Burrard Thermal load.  11 

 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

22.6 Please further update the figure provided in the FEU’s response to BCUC IR 16 

1.25.5 to include the volumes in the LNG export application. 17 

  18 
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Response: 1 

At present, FEI and Wespac have not entered into an agreement whereby FEI would provide 2 

LNG supply to Wespac.  3 

The figure provided in the response to BCUC IR 1.25.5 was limited to FEI’s expansion of the 4 

Tilbury LNG plant as allowed under Special Direction No. 5 for a total capital expenditure of up 5 

to $400 million.  The volumes quoted in Wespac’s applied-for-export license (up to 0.4 billion 6 

cubic feet per day) are well above the capability of this expansion.  For these reasons, providing 7 

a graph including Wespac’s stated demand would not provide any more useful information and 8 

would dramatically skew the NGT demand forecasts as provided in the response to BCUC IR 9 

1.25.5. 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

22.7 Please update Figure 3-16 in the Application to include the LNG export volumes 14 

presented in the WPMV LNG export application to the NEB. 15 

  16 

Response: 17 

Figure 1 below provides Figure 3-16 from the LTRP with the inclusion of the LNG export 18 

volumes presented in the WPMV LNG export application to the NEB. Since the timing and 19 

phasing of the proposed export volumes is not known, it is assumed that Wespac’s load is 20 

added in 2018, but due to the fact that the scenarios were presented by milestone years the 21 

change is only reflected as of the 2021 milestone year. Figure 1 is for illustrative purposes only.  22 

 It is important to note that as stated in the response to BCUC IR 2.22.6, the FEU and Wespac 23 

do not currently have an agreement in place in which the FEU would provide LNG to Wespac. 24 
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Figure 1: Total Annual Demand Including NGT, Woodfibre, and WPMV LNG 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

In its 2013 IRP, BC Hydro states:  “Regarding future demand from the LNG industry, BC 7 

Hydro considered a range of potential LNG loads as scenarios in the 2012 Load 8 

Forecast. Future demand from the LNG industry warrants specific analysis given the 9 

scope of its potential impact on resource plans. … BC Hydro’s current estimate suggests 10 

the LNG industry could need in the range of 800 to 6,600 GWh/year (100 to 800 MW), 11 

with an expected LNG load of approximately 3,000 GWh/year and 360 MW by F2022.” 12 

(BC Hydro 2013 IRP, p. 2-2) 13 

BC Hydro further states:  “Future demand from the LNG industry warrants specific 14 

analysis given that the size of these loads … can have a significant impact on resource 15 

plans.” (BC Hydro 2013 IRP, p. 6-1) 16 
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22.8 Please discuss the robustness of the FEU 2014 LTRP in considering a range of 1 

potential future scenarios that could be expected to unfold with regards to the 2 

future NGT demand in addition to the LNG export industry and the impact on 3 

system capacity and infrastructure during the planning period. 4 

  5 

Response: 6 

The 2014 LTRP provides a robust outlook on future NGT and potential LNG export demand and 7 

the impact on the FEU’s system capacity and infrastructure.  8 

Detailed analysis and discussion around potential future NGT demand is provided in Section 9 

3.3.7 as well as in Appendix A-8 – FEU’s Natural Gas for Transportation Initiatives. The FEU 10 

have focused on three NGT scenarios covering a broad range of potential market uptake that 11 

were developed based on FEI’s experienced learned from the 2012 and 2013 Greenhouse Gas 12 

Reduction (Clean Energy) Regulation vehicle incentive calls, the allocated funding period from 13 

the GGRR, discussions with the Resource Planning Advisory Group and actual NGT customer 14 

additions to date. These scenarios, depicted in Figure 3-13, see NGT market penetration rates 15 

increasing by a range of 1 percent to 30 percent by the end of the forecast in 2033.  The impact 16 

of additional NGT load on peak day demand is examined in Section 3.4.2 of the LTRP. 17 

While Section 5.1.2.2 examines the impact of potential future demand for LNG and CNG as 18 

transportation fuels on the Coastal Transmission System (where NGT demand growth is 19 

expected to be the largest),Figure 5-8 illustrates the effect of the various NGT scenarios on 20 

system capacity.  Figure 5-8 also identifies system constraints related to NGT demand at 21 

various points during the planning horizon.  In addition, Section 5.1.2.3 examines the potential 22 

for new LNG demand for transportation on the Interior Transmission System. 23 

Section 3.3.9 of the LTRP discusses the effect of new industrial load and demonstrates the 24 

impact that the addition of a potential LNG export customer may have on annual demand in 25 

Figure 3-16.  The impact of adding LNG export customers on peak day demand is further 26 

analyzed in Section 3.4.3.  The impact of adding potential large new industrial load from a LNG 27 

customer on the FEVI and FEI Coastal Transmission Systems are discussed in Sections 5.1.2.1 28 

and 5.1.2.2 respectively, as well as the system impacts including expansion, reinforcements, 29 

and looping alternatives.  30 

Sustaining the FEU’s existing natural gas system infrastructure and planning to meet future 31 

demand growth across a range of potential future scenarios is of critical importance to the FEU.  32 

The FEU are confident that the 2014 LTRP thoroughly considers a range of potential future 33 

scenarios and system impacts that could be expected with regard to future NGT demand and 34 

potential demand from the LNG export industry. 35 

  36 
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23.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Steelhead LNG (A) Inc. LNG Export Application to National Energy 2 

Board;  3 

The Globe and Mail article dated July 8, 2014, “Aboriginal group on 4 

Vancouver Island signs deal for LNG project”;12 Quicksilver 5 

Resources Inc. Discovery LNG website;13   6 

End Use Demand Forecast Results by Scenarios 7 

Steelhead LNG (A) Inc. together with Steelhead LNG (B) Inc., Steelhead LNG (C) Inc., 8 

Steelhead LNG (D) Inc. and Steelhead LNG (E) Inc. (collectively the Steelhead Group), 9 

filed an application for LNG Export Licenses with the National Energy Board on July 7, 10 

2014, for the export of a total of 4.25 Bcfd anticipated to commence in 2019.  According 11 

to the above referenced July 8, 2014 Globe and Mail news, this LNG export facility will 12 

be located on the west coast of Vancouver Island at a site near Bamfield and would 13 

require a new pipeline across Georgia Strait. 14 

A second LNG Export project has been proposed by Quicksilver Resources Inc. at the 15 

Elk Falls mill site near Campbell River, referred to as the Discovery LNG project.  The 16 

FAQ section of the project website describes how gas will arrive at the Discovery LNG 17 

site as follows: 18 

“Natural gas would be transported to the Project from northeast British Columbia 19 

via existing pipeline right-of-ways and/or physical pipeline networks connecting 20 

northeastern British Columbia to the lower mainland. A new pipeline would be 21 

required to transport the gas from the lower mainland to Campbell River. Any 22 

new pipelines associated with the Project would be separate Projects that would 23 

be constructed, owned and operated by a third party and assessed 24 

independently under the applicable regulatory regime.” 25 

23.1 Please describe and discuss the potential impact the Quicksilver Resources Inc. 26 

and Steelhead Group LNG Export projects might have with regard to the need for 27 

future expansion of the FEU systems and/or future demand for transportation 28 

capacity on the FEU system on the FEVI system, FEI coastal transmission 29 

system and FEI interior transmission systems, respectively. 30 

  31 

Response: 32 

The FEU have very little information beyond what is publically available regarding Quicksilver 33 

and Steelhead’s plans or expectations on how or where gas pipeline infrastructure will be built 34 

                                                
12

  http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/industry-news/energy-and-resources/aboriginal-group-on-vancouver-island-

signs-deal-for-lng-project/article19507257/ 
13

  http://www.discoverylng.com/project-details/faq/ 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/industry-news/energy-and-resources/aboriginal-group-on-vancouver-island-signs-deal-for-lng-project/article19507257/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/industry-news/energy-and-resources/aboriginal-group-on-vancouver-island-signs-deal-for-lng-project/article19507257/
http://www.discoverylng.com/project-details/faq/
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to serve their proposed facilities and therefore it is difficult to speculate on what it may mean for 1 

future expansions of the FEU system.  It should be noted however, that Steelhead’s export 2 

licence application suggests an LNG export facility of up to 4.5 BCF/d and Discovery LNG 3 

recently filed an Export License application14 for up to 20 million tonnes per annum 4 

(approximately 2.6 BCF/d)15.  In comparison, the maximum capacity of Spectra’s T-South 5 

system to transport WSCB production to the Huntingdon/Sumas is currently 1.7 Bcf/d, FEI’s 6 

Coastal Transportation System currently delivers approximately 1.1 BCF/d on a peak day, and 7 

the FEVI system max capacity is approximately150 mmcfd. The size of these projects suggests 8 

that any pipeline solutions will be stand-alone, as is the approach for the northern LNG projects.  9 

However if these projects do go ahead, there may be a opportunity for the FEU to meet part of 10 

its future incremental requirements by contracting for any available expansion capacity on 11 

Spectra’s T-South or on the project specific facilities.  12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

23.1.1 Please discuss the potential for other LNG export projects of this nature 16 

to impact the FEU infrastructure and throughput over the LTRP forecast 17 

period. 18 

  19 

Response: 20 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.23.1.     21 

  22 

                                                
14

 http://www.discoverylng.com/export-application-filed/  
15

 http://www.discoverylng.com/export-application-filed/  

http://www.discoverylng.com/export-application-filed/
http://www.discoverylng.com/export-application-filed/
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24.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.37.2, p. 141;  2 

LNG Component of Demand Forecast 3 

In response to BCUC IR 1.37.2, the FEU state:  “There is no discrimination or preference 4 

given to a customer based on the customer’s end use requirement, nor are parties who 5 

receive vehicle incentives given higher priority than any other segment of customers. If 6 

there are competing requests for service, the provision of service is decided solely on 7 

the terms of the contract; specifically the length and demand volume as approved under 8 

Rate Schedule 46.” 9 

24.1 Is the FEU able to change the terms of Rate Schedule 46 to give priority access 10 

to NGT customers and other domestic LNG customers over LNG customers who 11 

intend to export the LNG from British Columbia?  Please elaborate. 12 

  13 

Response: 14 

Rate Schedule 46 gives priority to customers seeking longer term service over shorter term 15 

service.  It is not the intent of the FEU to distinguish between domestic and export customers 16 

and it is not the intent of the FEU to change Rate Schedule 46 to give effect to these 17 

requirements.  Further, under NAFTA, the FEU could not give priority to domestic customers 18 

over US customers.   19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

24.1.1 Please discuss the advantages and disadvantages of amending Rate 23 

Schedule 46 to provide domestic LNG customers priority access over 24 

export LNG customers. 25 

  26 

Response: 27 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.24.1.   28 

  29 
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25.0 Reference: SYSTEM RESOURCE NEEDS AND ALTERNATIVES 1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.47.1, p. 169;  2 

System Resource Needs and Alternatives 3 

In the response to BCUC IR 1.47.1, the FEU state:  “Pipeline projects discussed in the 4 

2014 LTRP on pages 95 to 131 are listed in the following table showing which ones are 5 

driven by reliability and/or increasing demand.” 6 

25.1 Please indicate whether the specified table was submitted.  If the table was 7 

submitted, please highlight where it is located and if it was not submitted, please 8 

provide the table. 9 

  10 

Response: 11 

The specified table is on the proceeding record under Exhibit B-2-1, filed as an Erratum to the 12 

response to BCUC IR 1.47.1, filed by the FEU on June 26, 2014.   13 

  14 
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26.0 Reference: ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTING 1 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Appendix E, Tables 2 and 4, pp. E-9 and E-2 

11; 3 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.25.3, p. 113; Attachment 25.3; BCUC IR 4 

1.58.1, p. 194; 5 

LNG Demand for Winter Peaking for Core Customers 6 

In Appendix E of the Application, Tables 2 and 4 set out the components of the FEI and 7 

FEVI gas supply portfolios for the 2013/14 peak day portfolio. 8 

26.1 Please confirm that the Tilbury and Mt. Hayes LNG resources represent a total of 9 

161 TJ/d and 166 TJ/d respectively, for a total of 327 TJ/d or 25 percent of the 10 

combined FEI and FEVI total 2013/14 peak day demand of 1,324 TJ/d.  If not 11 

confirmed, please explain. 12 

  13 

Response: 14 

Confirmed. 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

26.2 Please confirm that the Market Area Storage component represents 213 TJ/d or 19 

16 percent of the resources to supply the combined FEI and FEVI total 2013/14 20 

peak day demand.  If not confirmed, please explain. 21 

  22 

Response: 23 

Confirmed. 24 

 25 

 26 

 27 

 28 

In response to BCUC IR 1.25.3, the FEU provided Attachment 25.3 with the low, 29 

reference and high case forecasts broken down by the categories requested.  In each of 30 

the three scenarios, the LNG demand for the category “Winter Peaking for core natural 31 

gas” shows 1518.0 TJ per year for each year from 2014 through 2033. 32 

In response to BCUC IR 1.58.1 the FEU state that the existing Tilbury and Mt. Hayes 33 

facilities “are already fully utilized within the existing Annual Contracting Plans.” 34 
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26.3 Please confirm that 1,518.0 TJ per year of LNG demand for the core natural gas 1 

customers represents approximately 4.6 days of peak day demand for the 2 

combined FEI/FEVI gas resource portfolio.  If not confirmed, please explain. 3 

  4 

Response: 5 

Confirmed. 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

26.4 Please describe how the FEU arrived at 1518.0 TJ per year as the maximum 10 

amount of demand allocated to the “Winter Peaking for core natural gas” 11 

category of LNG demand. 12 

  13 

Response: 14 

The 1518.0 TJ per year in maximum LNG demand for winter peaking for core natural gas is 15 

based on an assumption of two send-out events at Mt. Hayes of 623 TJ and 645 TJ and one 16 

send-out event at Tilbury of 250 TJ.   17 

The development of this amount is described in detail in the Application for Amendment to Rate 18 

Schedule 16 Liquefied Natural Gas Sales and Dispensing Service that was filed with the 19 

Commission on September 24, 2012, on pages 35-37.   20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

The FEU state in response to BCUC 1.58.1 that “FEU is currently planning to expand the 25 

liquefaction and storage capacity at the Tilbury site”, and further that: 26 

“This may provide an opportunity for the FEU to source additional on-system 27 

storage resources, in particular if additional vaporization facilities can be 28 

incorporated into the expanded facility. The addition of vaporization to the facility 29 

and ability to liquefy at a greater rate than the original peak shaving Tilbury 30 

facility could allow FEI to utilize this resource as a market area storage resource 31 

during cold weather events. FEI could potentially replace expiring Mist and NWP 32 

(Northwest Pipeline) transportation contracts in the future or replace incremental 33 

resources that may be required to meet growing load requirements.” (Exhibit B-2, 34 

BCUC 1.58.1) 35 
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26.5 Please provide the incremental annual LNG load requirement for the “Winter 1 

Peaking for core natural gas” LNG demand category that would be required to 2 

fully replace the expiring Mist and NWP transportation contracts. 3 

  4 

Response: 5 

The analysis required to respond to this question is not straightforward because the 6 

characteristics of the Mist storage and LNG Peaking resources are different.  FEI (on behalf of 7 

the FEU) currently contracts for 3,017 TJs of Mist capacity at the maximum injection and 8 

withdrawal capacity of 115 TJ per day.  The allowable daily withdrawal rate declines as the 9 

storage inventory is drawn down, however the high injection rate allows FEI to refill the storage 10 

capacity during warmer periods in the winter months if inventory is being used (particularly if it is 11 

being drawn down in early winter).  In the case of an on-system LNG storage facility, additional 12 

vapourisation facilities providing a maximum sendout rate of 115 TJ/d would be required to fully 13 

replace the maximum withdrawal capacity from Mist available to meet peak day.   14 

The amount of LNG storage capacity required would depend on how much liquefaction capacity 15 

was available.   For example, if it is assumed FEI does not require the ability to cycle the 16 

storage inventory and only liquefies in the summer months, then FEI would need to hold 3,017 17 

TJ of LNG storage capacity and a minimum of 14 TJ/d (i.e. 3,017 TJs divided by 214 days) of 18 

liquefaction capacity to fully replace the Mist resource.   However, at this level there may be 19 

other resources (such as additional Aitken Creek storage and firm T-South capacity) that can be 20 

more cost effective to replace at least part of this requirement. In addition, because the sendout 21 

rate would not decline as inventory is drawn down, less storage capacity may be required in 22 

combination with other resources.  A full portfolio analysis would need to be performed to 23 

determine the optimal balance of different resources to meet the requirements of the Annual 24 

Contracting Plan if the Mist storage resource was no longer available.   25 

 26 

 27 

 28 

26.5.1 Please provide an updated version of the tables in the live Excel 29 

spreadsheet that is Attachment 25.3, including this incremental amount 30 

of “Winter Peaking for core natural gas” LNG demand in the “High 31 

Case” scenario. 32 

  33 

Response: 34 

Further to the response set out in BCUC IR 2.26.5 that explains the challenge in determining the 35 

incremental annual LNG load requirement for the “Winter Peaking for core natural gas” given 36 

the different characteristics of Mist storage compared with LNG peaking resources, it is not 37 
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possible to update the tables provided as part of the response to BCUC IR 1.25.3, Attachment 1 

25.3, at this time. 2 

  3 
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27.0 Reference: GAS SUPPLY PORTFOLIO PLANNING AND PRICE RISK 1 

MANAGEMENT 2 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 6.3.3, p. 142; 3 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 1.59.1 and 1.59.2, pp. 196-197; 4 

Price Risk Management - Reserves Acquisition 5 

In response to BCUC IR 1.59.1 regarding the strategy of investing in natural gas 6 

reserves, the FEU state that:  “depending on how future infrastructure is developed, the 7 

FEU may not be able to access the supply, or may have reduced access to supply, at 8 

fair market prices and/or face price disconnects during periods of high demand.” 9 

In response to BCUC IR 1.59.2 the FEU state: 10 

“By ‘acquisition of reserves’ the FEU are referring to the potential to acquire part 11 

ownership of a specific gas production play which would give it control on how 12 

production from that play would be connected to market. Obviously, if the FEU 13 

were to consider acquiring reserves in Northeast BC, it would ensure it would 14 

contract for either existing or expansion capacity to move the production to 15 

Station 2 or some other point where the FEU can move the gas into its service 16 

areas.” 17 

On page 142 of the Application, the FEU state that:  “Hedging strategies are another 18 

way of managing regional basis risk and price volatility.” 19 

27.1 Alternatively, is it possible to address the risks of potential price disconnects at 20 

Station 2 during periods of high demand through the use of financial tools, such 21 

as the Sumas-AECO basis swaps that the FEU recently used to address 22 

potential price disconnects at the Sumas trading hub?  Please discuss. 23 

  24 

Response: 25 

Generally the FEU agree that use of financial instruments are a useful tool to mitigate the risk of 26 

potential price disconnects and volatility.  However, the financial market at Station 2 is not very 27 

mature or active and therefore it is not an appropriate tool for that market as price discovery is 28 

difficult.  The FEU do note that the majority of their physical supply sourced at Station 2 is priced 29 

based on the monthly AECO price +/- a negotiated market factor. This market factor will change 30 

from period to period based on the market view of changing supply and demand factors, in 31 

particular the ability of gas to flow between the BC and Alberta markets. This is in turn impacted 32 

by the way infrastructure is developed to connect new production to either Station 2 or the 33 

Alberta market.  34 

In the referenced response to BCUC IR 1.59.2, the FEU discuss the option of holding producing 35 

reserves and contracting for pipeline capacity (e.g. on Spectra’s T-North and T-South systems) 36 
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to deliver the production to its service territory.  This would provide two benefits toward 1 

managing price disconnects and volatility.  The cost of the gas would be based on production 2 

costs rather than market prices and the gas would be physically connected to Station 2.  The 3 

FEU are considering this as one option to use along with other tools to manage the risk of price 4 

disconnects and volatility. 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

27.2 In order to ensure the strategy of controlling how gas reserves are connected by 9 

acquiring the reserves is effective, in addition to acquiring the natural gas 10 

reserves, the FEU would also need to make long term commitments to third party 11 

transportation capacity to ensure the required expansion capacity is constructed.  12 

Please discuss. 13 

  14 

Response: 15 

As discussed in the referenced example, if the FEU held production in NE BC, it would also 16 

contract for Spectra T-North capacity to move the production to Station 2.  It would then move 17 

the gas to its service territory using its existing capacity contracted on T-South.   If T-North 18 

capacity from the location of the production is fully contracted, an expansion of the T-North 19 

capacity would be required.  Under Spectra’s current practices, in order to obtain renewal rights 20 

on any existing uncontracted capacity, the FEU would need to contract for a minimum of two 21 

years.  If expansion capacity is required, a contractual commitment of 10 to 15 years is 22 

generally required.  This would also be the case if the FEU required incremental T-South 23 

capacity to transport the gas to its service territory.    24 

 25 

 26 

 27 

27.3 Is it possible to also accomplish the same objective of controlling how reserves 28 

are connected in order to ensure liquidity at trading hubs such at Station 2 by 29 

entering into long term firm supply contracts with producers?  Please discuss. 30 

  31 

Response: 32 

Entering into long term firm supply contracts with producers is another way of helping promote 33 

liquidity at Station 2.  However, the difference between long term supply contracts and investing 34 

in reserves is twofold.  Firstly, long term supply contracts are expected to be for a shorter term 35 

of up to ten years compared to a reserves arrangement that could be up to thirty years.  36 

Secondly, in terms of managing price risk, long term supply contracts would be based on market 37 
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prices while a reserves investment would be based on production and operating costs.  The 1 

FEU have considered these longer term tools, as well as shorter term instruments such as 2 

hedging, as part of a portfolio approach to managing price risk for customers.   3 

    4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

27.4 What percentage of the FEU’s overall gas supply portfolio does the FEU believe 8 

would need to be supplied by FEU-owned reserves for this strategy to be 9 

effective?  Please discuss. 10 

  11 

Response: 12 

If the FEU were to invest in reserves, it would be considered one component in a portfolio of 13 

instruments to manage price risk and ensure supply security for customers.  As the FEU are still 14 

in the early stages of considering such longer term price risk management tools, it is too early to 15 

say what proportion would be effective. The percentage would depend upon the other 16 

components in the portfolio, the structure of the long term supply arrangement, as well as gas 17 

market conditions. 18 

  19 
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28.0 Reference: GAS SUPPLY PORTFOLIO PLANNING AND PRICE RISK 1 

MANAGEMENT 2 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IRs 1.60.1 through 1.61.4, pp. 198-202; 3 

Exhibit B-3, BCPSO IR 1.6.4, pp. 18-19; 4 

Price Risk Management - Reserves Acquisition 5 

In response to BCUC IRs 1.60.1.1 through 1.61.4, the FEU refers the reader to the FEU 6 

response to BCUC IR 1.60.1.  The FEU response to BCUC IR 1.60.1 does not answer 7 

the subject IRs.  In response to BCUC IR 1.60.1 the FEU state that the FEU plans to file 8 

a Price Risk Management Review Report in mid 2014 that will form the basis for a 9 

stakeholder consultation process in advance of filing an application for specific action.  10 

The FEU state that the FEU believe, if it is necessary to explore the questions related to 11 

price risk management activities raised by the BCUC in IRs 1.60.1.1 through 1.61.4, that 12 

the Price Risk Management Review Report and the associated stakeholder consultation 13 

process would be the proper forum to address these questions. 14 

28.1 Is the long term resource plan the appropriate forum to discuss broad issues 15 

regarding price risk management principles and objectives so to inform the 16 

planned Price Risk Management Review Report? 17 

  18 

Response: 19 

The FEU believe that the review of the Price Risk Management Review Report, rather than the 20 

Long Term Resource Plan, is the appropriate forum to discuss price risk management principles 21 

and objectives.  This is consistent with past practice wherein previous Price Risk Management 22 

Plans have been the appropriate place to discuss, and have the Commission review, the price 23 

risk management objectives and strategies.  The forthcoming Price Risk Management Review 24 

Report is an extension of that process.   25 

The next Long Term Resource Plan may be an appropriate forum to discuss, at a high level, 26 

price risk management strategies or outcomes resulting from the Price Risk Management 27 

Review, which are long term in nature and which impact long term resource planning decisions, 28 

such as long term supply contracting or investing in reserves. 29 

       30 

 31 

 32 

 33 

28.1.1 If not, please explain why not. 34 

  35 
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Response: 1 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.28.1. 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

In BCUC IR 1.61.1 the FEU was asked to discuss whether investing in gas reserves was 7 

an activity that gas distribution utilities typically engage in.  In BCUC IR 1.61.1.1 the FEU 8 

was asked to provide examples of natural gas distribution utilities that have invested in 9 

natural gas reserves and describe the circumstances that lead to such utilities investing 10 

in gas reserves.  As noted the FEU did not provide answers to these IRs. 11 

28.2 Does the FEU consider that investing in natural gas reserves to be common 12 

practice for North American gas distribution utilities?  Please discuss. 13 

  14 

Response: 15 

While the FEU do not believe that investing in natural gas reserves is currently a common 16 

practice for most North American gas distribution utilities, there are a few utilities that the FEU 17 

are aware of that have invested in reserves in recent years.  Further discussion of this, and the 18 

FEU’s consideration of investing in reserves in the context of their price risk management 19 

objectives and market environment, will be discussed within the Price Risk Management Review 20 

Report as discussed in the response to BCUC IR 1.60.1. 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

28.3 Is FEU aware of any instances in North America of a gas distribution utility 25 

obtaining regulatory approval to invest in natural gas reserves? 26 

  27 

Response: 28 

The FEU are aware of instances in North America of utilities obtaining regulatory approval to 29 

invest in natural gas reserves.  These include Northwest Natural Gas Company (NWN), a 30 

natural gas distribution utility, and Northwestern Energy (Northwestern), a gas and electric 31 

distribution utility.  NWN received regulatory approval to invest in reserves from the Oregon 32 

Public Utilities Commission under Order No. 11-140 while Northwestern received approval from 33 

the Montana Public Service Commission to purchase Devon Energy Production Company and 34 

its natural gas production interests in Montana under Order No.7307b. 35 
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The FEU are also aware of other utilities that are investigating investing in reserves but have not 1 

yet completed any deals or received regulatory approval.  These include Florida Power and 2 

Light Company16  and Portland General Electric17.    3 

More details will be provided in the FEU’s Price Risk Management Review Report.   Please also 4 

refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 2.28.2 and 1.60.1. 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

28.3.1 If so, for each of these instances please provide the name of the utility 9 

and the regulatory order approving the investment. 10 

  11 

Response: 12 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.28.3. 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

In response to BCPSO IR 1.6.4, the FEU confirms that if it were to invest in natural gas 18 

reserves, the FEU would expect to earn a return on that investment and that return 19 

would be recovered through customer rates. 20 

28.4 Please discuss whether the FEU would recover the investment from customers 21 

by adding the reserve expenditures to rate base. 22 

  23 

Response: 24 

If the FEU were to invest in natural gas reserves, the FEU would expect to recover the 25 

investment from customers by adding the expenditures to its rate base.  26 

  27 

                                                
16

 http://www.naturalgasintel.com/articles/98823-florida-electric-utility-going-to-wellhead-for-better-gas-deal  
17

 http://www.portlandgeneral.com/our_company/energy_strategy/resource_planning/docs/2013_irp.pdf, page 98. 

http://www.naturalgasintel.com/articles/98823-florida-electric-utility-going-to-wellhead-for-better-gas-deal
http://www.portlandgeneral.com/our_company/energy_strategy/resource_planning/docs/2013_irp.pdf
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29.0 Reference: ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND CONSERVATION 1 

Exhibit B-1, Application, Appendix C-2, pp. 11-36; 2 

FEU PBR Application, Exhibit B-11, BCPSO IRs 1.221.1.3, 1.222.1; 3 

Exhibit B-9, BCMEU IR 1.8.1; Final Submission, p. 127; 4 

Exhibit B-24, BCUC IR 2.369.2, p. 480 5 

The FEU average customer incentives are 58 percent of program costs, compared to 76 6 

percent industry average found in a 2009 ACEEE benchmarking study. (PBR 7 

Application, Exhibit B-24, BCUC 2.369.2) 8 

FEI state in the PBR Application (Exhibit B-11, BCUC 1.221.1.3, 1.222.1):  “Since the 9 

2010 CPR did not include non-energy benefits and the value of emission reductions, it 10 

likely does understate the amount of EEC which provides a societal benefit to BC” and 11 

“The FEU cannot determine a way to provide a meaningful potential energy saving 12 

comparison between forecasted natural gas savings in the 2010 CPR and the forecasted 13 

achievable potential savings from the EEC Plan 2014-2018.” 14 

FEI state in the PBR Application that it incorrectly included a statement that Energy 15 

Efficiency and Conservation (EEC) plans are designed to implement all cost effective 16 

EEC (Exhibit B-9, COPE 1.8.1), and in the Final Submission (p. 137) “The currently 17 

approved [EEC] amortization period of 10 years results in an equity return of $37.1 18 

million.” 19 

29.1 Please confirm that the FEU adopts all EEC evidence submitted in the PBR 20 

Application (in particular benchmarking data) as evidence in this proceeding. 21 

  22 

Response: 23 

The FEU adopt the “EEC Evidence” from the PBR proceeding as defined below.   24 

The FEU take this opportunity to comment on some of the legal and practical issues that this 25 

type of information request raises. 26 

First, the record of a tribunal proceeding needs to be kept clear.  The concept of “all EEC 27 

evidence submitted in the PBR Application” is open to interpretation and adopting it without 28 

specificity would introduce ambiguity as to what is on the record.  For this reason, as set out 29 

below, the FEU first define the “EEC evidence”, and then confirm the adoption of this evidence 30 

as “evidence in this proceeding”.  31 

Second, by adopting the EEC evidence (as defined below), the FEU: 32 

(a) do not agree that all of the evidence adopted from the PBR proceeding is relevant to 33 
(or within the scope of) this proceeding; and 34 
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(b) do not agree that all of the issues raised in the PBR proceeding relating to EEC are 1 
within the scope of this proceeding. 2 

 3 

Third, the Commission Panel in this proceeding should be mindful of the issues and 4 

determinations that are to be made regarding EEC issues in the PBR proceeding.  The LTRP is 5 

not the place to re-try issues raised in the PBR.  The issues relating to these two proceedings 6 

should be kept distinct, and the fact that the FEU are adopting the EEC evidence from the PBR 7 

proceeding in this proceeding is not agreement on the part of the FEU that the issues from the 8 

two proceedings overlap. 9 

The fourth point is that the FEU suggest that the preferred approach to the adoption of evidence 10 

from other proceedings is for the Commission to file the specific exhibits that it is interested in, 11 

and to then ask the FEU whether they adopt those exhibits for the purposes of the current 12 

proceeding.  The FEU suggest that this is a much more practical and efficient way to have 13 

evidence from other proceeding adopted because: 14 

(a) it avoids burdening the record with an unnecessary dump of information that no one 15 
may ever look at; 16 

(b) it ensures that the record is clearly identified; and 17 

(c) it ensures procedural fairness by putting the public utility on notice as to the specific 18 
items of evidence from the other proceeding that the Commission is interested in for 19 
the current proceeding. 20 

 21 

The FEU are concerned about having a significant body of additional evidence adopted in the 22 

proceeding, in the second round of IRs, without having any indication from the Commission 23 

about what specific items of evidence the Commission is interested in for the purposes of this 24 

proceeding.  The FEU submit that this concern is significantly mitigated by the Commission 25 

adopting the preferred approach to the adoption of evidence described above.   26 

The FEU have identified the following as the “EEC Evidence” from the PBR proceeding: 27 

(a) Exhibit B-1-1 Appendix I, EEC_DSM, with the addition of Exhibit B-15, Evidentiary 28 
Update, pgs. 184-5, and Exhibit B-43, Amendment to EEC Programs 29 

(b) Exhibit B-7, BCSEA Round 1 IRs:  1-16 30 

(c) Exhibit B-8, CEC Round 1 IRs:  79-80 31 

(d) Exhibit B-9, COPE Round 1 IRs:  8 series 32 

(e) Exhibit B-11, BCUC Round 1 IRs:  178, 207-241 33 
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(f) Exhibit B-13, COC Round 1 IRs:  2 series 1 

(g) Exhibit B-19, COC Round 2 IRs, 9 series  2 

(h) Exhibit B-20, BCSEA Round 2 IRs:  1-6 3 

(i) Exhibit B-23, CEC Round 2 IRs:  89-94 4 

(j) Exhibit B-24, BCUC Round 2 IRs:  313, 363-385 5 

(collectively, the “EEC Evidence”) 6 
 7 

Subject to the caveats set out above regarding the scope of the LTRP and the relevance of this 8 

evidence, the FEU adopt the EEC Evidence as evidence in this proceeding. 9 

If there are specific items of evidence the Commission is interested in for the purposes of this 10 

proceeding, then the FEU ask that the Commission provide notice of these items and the 11 

related issues in advance of final submissions. 12 

Finally, the FEU have not taken the step of actually filing all of the EEC Evidence (and was not 13 

asked to do so in any event).  The FEU trust that since these exhibits are available on the 14 

Commission’s website for the PBR proceeding, and since the EEC Evidence adopted herein 15 

has been specifically defined, there is no need to take the additional step of actually filing the 16 

adopted evidence. 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

29.2 Please provide updated graphs on pages 11, 20, 28 and 36 of the CPR to 21 

include the FEU LTRP actual/forecast EEC results.  Please also provide the 22 

underlying data. 23 

  24 

Response: 25 

Please find updated graphs corresponding to those found on pages 11, 20, 28 and 36 of the 26 

CPR to include the FEU LTRP forecast EEC results. The underlying data for these graphs is 27 

provided in a table preceding each graph.  28 

Please note that for the purposes of the LTRP forecast, 2011 is the base year built on actual 29 

demand data.  All other data in the following figures is based on forecast demand and forecast 30 

energy savings.  Please also note that as described in Section 4.2.2.1 of the 2014 LTRP 31 

(Exhibit B-1), the “Most-likely” and “Aggressive” scenarios from the 2010 CPR were not re-32 

created.  Rather, for the purposes of the 2014 LTRP, EEC savings over the 20-year planning 33 
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horizon were estimated to develop an overall energy savings estimate. This estimation 1 

acknowledges that energy savings are likely less than the economic potential. Estimated 2 

savings were adjusted by an analysis that determined a range that bounds the estimated 3 

achievable measure savings over the long term. Both the planned and achieved savings over 4 

the history of EEC programs were examined on a program by program basis to understand and 5 

apply this range of savings to the cost effective measures used to estimate long term savings in 6 

the LTRP. For the purposes of the LTRP, these range limits were labeled “maximum” and 7 

“applied”, which are portrayed in the following graphs.  8 

Summary of Forecast Results for the Total FortisBC Service Area, Annual Natural Gas 

Consumption and Savings, by Milestone Year and Forecast Scenario, 3 Sectors 

Milestone 
Year 

Annual Consumption, All 3 Sectors  
(1000 GJ/yr.) 

Potential Annual Savings 
(1000 GJ/yr.) 

Reference 
Case 

Economic 
Potential 

Achievable Potential Economic 
Potential 

Achievable Potential 

Applied Maximum Applied Maximum 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (A-B) (A-C) (A-D) 

2011 196,361 196,361 196,361 196,361 0 0 0 

2016 201,993 181,108 200,404 198,128 20,884 1,588 3,865 

2021 200,583 177,058 196,485 191,057 23,525 4,098 9,526 

2026 201,072 175,175 193,113 184,984 25,897 7,959 16,088 

2031 201,993 174,527 190,522 181,825 27,466 11,471 20,168 
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 1 

 2 

Applied Maximum Applied Maximum

(A) (B) (C) (D) (A-B) (A-C) (A-D)

2011 74,252 74,252 74,252 74,252

2016 73,027 67,854 72,256 71,785 5,174 771 1,242

2021 70,301 64,674 68,529 67,576 5,627 1,772 2,725

2026 69,605 63,391 66,344 64,902 6,214 3,261 4,703

2031 69,095 63,022 65,023 63,460 6,073 4,072 5,635

Summary of Forecast Results – Annual Natural Gas Consumption, Residential Sector (GJ/yr)

Achievable Potential

Annual Consumption

(1000 GJ/yr.)

Potential Annual Savings

(1000 GJ/yr.)
Milestone 

Year
Reference 

Case

Economic 

Potential

Achievable Potential Economic 

Potential
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 1 

 2 

Applied Maximum Applied Maximum

(A) (B) (C) (D) (A-B) (A-C) (A-D)

2011 67,691 67,691 67,691 67,691 0 0 0

2016 68,608 59,988 67,935 66,928 8,620 673 1,680

2021 69,757 58,716 67,710 64,645 11,041 2,047 5,111

2026 70,946 57,865 66,650 61,899 13,080 4,295 9,046

2031 72,304 57,273 65,425 60,698 15,031 6,879 11,606

Summary of Forecast Results – Annual Natural Gas Consumption, Commercial Sector (GJ/yr)

Achievable Potential

Annual Consumption

(1000 GJ/yr.)

Potential Annual Savings

(1000 GJ/yr.)
Milestone 

Year Reference 

Case

Economic 

Potential

Achievable Potential Economic 

Potential
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 1 

 2 

Applied Maximum Applied Maximum

(A) (B) (C) (D) (A-B) (A-C) (A-D)

2011 54,419 54,419 54,419 54,419 0 0 0

2016 60,358 53,267 60,213 59,414 7,091 144 943

2021 60,525 53,668 60,246 58,835 6,857 279 1,690

2026 60,521 53,919 60,118 58,183 6,602 403 2,338

2031 60,594 54,232 60,074 57,667 6,362 520 2,927

Summary of Forecast Results – Annual Natural Gas Purchases, Industrial Sector (GJ/yr)

Achievable Potential

Annual Consumption

(1000 GJ/yr.)

Potential Annual Savings

(1000 GJ/yr.)

Milestone Year Reference 

Case

Economic 

Potential

Achievable Potential Economic 

Potential
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 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

29.2.1 Please comment on any significant differences between actual/forecast 5 

EEC results and EEC identified as cost effective in the 2010 CPR. 6 

  7 

Response: 8 

The FEU would first like to point out that the 2010 CPR and the 2014 LTRP are very different 9 

sets of analyses and submit that such a comparison is of limited use for the following reasons: 10 

 The CPR was developed as a planning document for the purposes of developing actual 11 

DSM activity, while the LTRP, in this context, is a planning document for the purpose of 12 

estimating long range energy savings from demand-side measures.  Although the base 13 

data is the same, their purposes and objectives are quite different; 14 

 The CPR was re-purposed for use in the End-Use Annual Demand Forecast, which was 15 

then used as a basis for estimating long term energy savings from demand-side 16 
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activities.  This included updating the base data with new information including updated 1 

actual year-end consumption, refining the segmentation of some commercial and 2 

industrial customers and utilizing improved knowledge from the actual implementation of 3 

EEC activity since the completion of the CPR. 4 

 5 
With this in mind, there are noticeable differences between the original 2010 exhibits and the 6 

current versions. The following observations are presented for the individual sectors and then 7 

for the summary exhibit. 8 

Residential: 9 

 The decline in the reference case is larger than in the original 2010 table. The observed 10 

decline in the current table is consistent with a decline of approximately 1 percent per 11 

year in UPC; 12 

 Economic potential is similar to the former result – as a percentage of reference case it 13 

is almost identical; and 14 

 Achievable potential is also in a similar range to the former result. As a percentage of 15 

reference case, “Maximum” is nearly identical to the former “Aggressive” scenario. As a 16 

percentage of reference case, “Applied” is somewhat larger than the former “Most Likely” 17 

scenario. 18 

Commercial: 19 

 The commercial sector has larger overall consumption in the current model, because of 20 

the time and effort FEU devoted to preparing customer data for the model. The 21 

reference case numbers are therefore larger than in the old exhibits; 22 

 Economic potential is larger than in the former model, but as a percentage of reference 23 

case it is about the same; 24 

 “Maximum” is a larger percentage of reference case than the old “Aggressive” scenario; 25 

 “Applied” is a larger percentage of reference case than “Most Likely” was; and 26 

 Maximum and Applied are based on the FEUs’ real-world program results and plans. It 27 

appears that the 2010 estimates of what was cost-effective in the commercial sector 28 

somewhat underestimated what the utilities’ EEC staff could achieve. 29 

Industrial: 30 

 The industrial sector has much larger overall consumption in the current model, again 31 

because of the time and effort the FEU devoted to preparing customer data for the 32 

model. The reference case numbers are therefore much larger than in the old exhibits; 33 
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 Economic potential is also much larger, though it is slightly smaller as a percentage of 1 

the reference case; 2 

 “Maximum” is somewhat larger in absolute numbers than the old “Aggressive” scenario, 3 

but is a much smaller percentage of the reference case; 4 

 “Applied” is smaller in both absolute terms and as a percentage of reference case than 5 

the old “Most Likely” scenario; and 6 

 Maximum and Applied are based on the FEUs’ real-world program results and plans. It 7 

appears that the 2010 estimates of what was cost-effective in the industrial sector 8 

somewhat overestimated what could realistically be achieved in working with actual 9 

industrial customers. 10 

Overall: 11 

 The reference case numbers in the overall exhibit are larger, with the biggest difference 12 

coming from the industrial sector; 13 

 Economic, applied, and maximum are all larger by the end of the period than they were 14 

in the old exhibit; and 15 

 Applied is somewhat smaller at the beginning of the forecast period than the old “Most 16 

Likely” scenario was, but is larger by the end of the forecast period. Most of the initial 17 

decrease comes from the difference in the industrial sector. 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

29.3 Does the FEU consider that EEC Evaluation Measurement and Variance results 22 

should be subject to regulatory review?  If not, please explain why not.  If yes, 23 

please explain if regulatory efficiency would be enhanced if Evaluation 24 

Measurement and Variance results were subject to separate review on a periodic 25 

basis rather than being reviewed at the same time as EEC funding applications. 26 

  27 

Response: 28 

It should be noted that the correct term to describe the Companies’ evaluation activity is 29 

“Evaluation, Measurement and Verification” as is common industry practice (also known as 30 

“EM&V”), not “Evaluation Measurement and Variance.”  31 

It is the Companies’ view that this question is not relevant to the Long Term Resource Plan 32 

proceeding, which deals with how the FEU will cost effectively meet future demand and 33 

reliability requirements for customers over the next 20 years. While the LTRP considers the 34 
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potential impact of EEC on future demand, the fine details of EEC programs and the associated 1 

EM&V activity are not a matter for consideration in the LTRP. Rather, these activities are 2 

reviewed in Revenue Requirements proceedings.  3 

That said, the FEU point out the Companies’ EM&V activity is already subject to Regulatory 4 

review and do not need to be subject to additional regulatory review.  The FEU’s EM&V activity 5 

is reported on in the Companies’ EEC Annual Reports, which is an annual regulatory 6 

compliance filing.  Evaluation report summaries are provided, details of evaluation activity are 7 

available for more detailed review upon request, and the FEU is available and open to such 8 

review.  Further, staff responsible for EM&V activities have separate lines of reporting from 9 

those of staff responsible for program development and implementation.  The FEU follow 10 

International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol as described in Section 3.5 of 11 

the FEUs’ EM&V Framework.  Third-party consultants conduct FEUs’ EM&V impact evaluations 12 

and typically provide technical assumptions for energy savings estimates. Please refer to the 13 

responses to FEI 2014-2018 PBR BCUC IRs 1.214.1, 1.214.2, 1.214.2.1 and 1.214.3, 2.371.1, 14 

2.371.1.1, 2.371.1.2 and 2.371.1.3 (adopted in this proceeding in the response to BCUC IR 15 

2.29.1.  As noted in the response to BCUC IR 2.29.1, these IRs have not been attached).  Any 16 

additional formal regulatory process contemplated by the Commission will simply increase costs 17 

to the EEC portfolio and decrease the portfolio cost effectiveness without adding value. 18 

 19 
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Figure 3-6, 3-12, ES-1

		FIGURE 3-12

				Reference		Scenario A		Scenario B		Scenario C		Scenario D		Traditional		Traditional High		Traditional Low

		2011		195,122		195,122		195,122		195,122		195,122		195,122		195,122		195,122

		2016		200,735		200,577		192,333		203,393		193,094		201,083		212,812		193,945

		2021		199,304		198,662		188,399		205,630		190,242		205,183		224,432		186,813

		2026		199,777		198,022		185,148		210,022		189,060		208,653		236,296		185,788

		2031		200,679		198,136		182,773		215,388		188,709		213,293		250,868		185,719

		2033		200,817		197,961		181,608		217,430		188,378		215,604		255,945		186,743
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Residential All Years

		Residential Demand (IN GJ)

		FEI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		69,491,152		69,690,320		69,889,488		70,088,656		70,287,824		70,486,993		70,232,752		69,978,512		69,724,272		69,470,032		69,215,787		68,737,992		68,260,200		67,782,408		67,304,608		66,826,817		66,323,732		65,820,652		65,317,568		64,814,484		64,311,402		63,774,064		63,236,729

		Reference		69,491,152		69,562,664		69,634,176		69,705,688		69,777,208		69,848,717		69,491,816		69,134,920		68,778,024		68,421,128		68,064,226		67,517,264		66,970,308		66,423,348		65,876,388		65,329,427		64,773,984		64,218,544		63,663,100		63,107,656		62,552,215		62,000,316		61,448,419

		Low		69,491,152		69,435,272		69,379,392		69,323,512		69,267,632		69,211,755		68,752,200		68,292,648		67,833,088		67,373,536		66,913,981		66,297,908		65,681,836		65,065,760		64,449,688		63,833,615		63,225,896		62,618,180		62,010,464		61,402,744		60,795,028		60,228,604		59,662,183



		FEVI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		4,536,278		4,495,774		4,455,270		4,414,766		4,374,262		4,333,758		4,311,782		4,289,807		4,267,831		4,245,856		4,223,880		4,177,732		4,131,584		4,085,436		4,039,289		3,993,141		3,941,394		3,889,648		3,837,902		3,786,156		3,734,409		3,679,216		3,624,022

		Reference		4,536,278		4,467,511		4,398,744		4,329,977		4,261,211		4,192,443		4,152,482		4,112,520		4,072,559		4,032,597		3,992,635		3,938,449		3,884,264		3,830,078		3,775,892		3,721,706		3,665,736		3,609,765		3,553,794		3,497,824		3,441,853		3,387,503		3,333,152

		Low		4,536,278		4,439,248		4,342,219		4,245,189		4,148,159		4,051,129		3,993,182		3,935,234		3,877,286		3,819,338		3,761,390		3,699,173		3,636,955		3,574,738		3,512,520		3,450,302		3,390,111		3,329,921		3,269,730		3,209,539		3,149,348		3,095,840		3,042,331



		FEW		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		224,217		227,356		230,495		233,635		236,774		239,913		251,085		262,257		273,429		284,601		295,773		310,374		324,974		339,575		354,176		368,777		386,476		404,176		421,876		439,575		457,275		477,153		497,031

		Reference		224,217		226,626		229,036		231,446		233,855		236,265		246,590		256,915		267,240		277,565		287,890		301,625		315,361		329,096		342,831		356,566		373,238		389,909		406,580		423,252		439,923		458,826		477,729

		Low		224,217		225,917		227,616		229,316		231,015		232,715		242,242		251,769		261,296		270,823		280,350		293,289		306,227		319,165		332,104		345,042		360,746		376,450		392,154		407,858		423,562		441,530		459,499

		Residential Accounts

		FEI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		773,405		777,319		781,232		785,146		789,060		792,973		798,726		804,479		810,232		815,985		821,738		826,890		832,042		837,194		842,346		847,498		851,614		855,729		859,845		863,960		868,076		871,886		875,695

		Reference		766,196		768,836		771,475		774,115		776,754		779,394		784,081		788,768		793,456		798,143		802,830		807,010		811,191		815,371		819,552		823,732		827,568		831,405		835,241		839,078		842,914		846,614		850,313

		Low		758,989		760,355		761,720		763,086		764,452		765,817		769,439		773,060		776,682		780,303		783,925		787,134		790,343		793,552		796,762		799,971		803,528		807,086		810,643		814,201		817,758		821,347		824,936



		FEVI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		95,674		97,670		99,666		101,661		103,657		105,653		108,015		110,377		112,739		115,101		117,463		119,596		121,730		123,864		125,998		128,132		130,012		131,891		133,771		135,651		137,530		139,400		141,270

		Reference		92,554		94,017		95,480		96,943		98,406		99,869		101,791		103,713		105,634		107,556		109,478		111,201		112,924		114,648		116,371		118,094		119,774		121,453		123,133		124,812		126,492		128,212		129,931

		Low		89,434		90,364		91,295		92,225		93,155		94,085		95,567		97,049		98,531		100,012		101,494		102,807		104,120		105,432		106,745		108,058		109,537		111,017		112,496		113,976		115,455		117,025		118,594



		FEW		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		2,331		2,376		2,420		2,464		2,509		2,553		2,614		2,674		2,735		2,795		2,856		2,908		2,961		3,013		3,066		3,118		3,170		3,221		3,272		3,324		3,375		3,426		3,476

		Reference		2,296		2,334		2,372		2,409		2,447		2,485		2,540		2,595		2,651		2,706		2,761		2,809		2,857		2,904		2,952		3,000		3,049		3,098		3,146		3,195		3,244		3,293		3,341

		Low		2,262		2,293		2,325		2,357		2,388		2,420		2,470		2,521		2,571		2,621		2,672		2,715		2,758		2,802		2,845		2,888		2,935		2,981		3,027		3,074		3,120		3,167		3,214

		Residential UPC

		FEI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		90		90		89		89		89		89		88		87		86		85		84		83		82		81		80		79		78		77		76		75		74		73		72

		Reference		91		90		90		90		90		90		89		88		87		86		85		84		83		81		80		79		78		77		76		75		74		73		72

		Low		92		91		91		91		91		90		89		88		87		86		85		84		83		82		81		80		79		78		77		75		74		73		72



		FEVI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		47		46		45		44		42		41		40		39		38		37		36		35		34		33		32		31		30		30		29		28		27		26		26

		Reference		49		48		46		45		43		42		41		40		39		38		36		35		34		33		33		32		31		30		29		28		27		26		26

		Low		51		49		48		46		45		43		42		41		39		38		37		36		35		34		33		32		31		30		29		28		27		26		26



		FEW		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		96		96		95		95		94		94		96		98		100		102		104		107		109		112		115		118		122		125		129		132		135		139		143

		Reference		98		97		97		96		96		95		97		99		101		102		104		107		110		113		116		119		122		126		129		132		136		139		143

		Low		99		99		98		97		97		96		98		100		101		103		105		108		111		114		117		119		123		126		129		132		136		139		143



Note:
Actual calculations completed for milestone years only. These are shown in yellow above. Intervening years developed using simple linear interpolation. These are shown in green above.



Commercial All Years

		Commercial Demand (IN GJ)

		FEI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		47,530,598		48,966,480		50,402,360		51,838,240		53,274,120		54,710,001		56,578,084		58,446,164		60,314,244		62,182,328		64,050,408		66,170,396		68,290,384		70,410,376		72,530,360		74,650,352		77,202,160		79,753,968		82,305,776		84,857,584		87,409,392		89,703,848		91,998,298

		Reference		47,530,598		48,374,368		49,218,136		50,061,904		50,905,672		51,749,442		52,671,764		53,594,088		54,516,412		55,438,736		56,361,061		57,346,796		58,332,528		59,318,264		60,304,000		61,289,733		62,430,804		63,571,876		64,712,948		65,854,020		66,995,090		68,274,384		69,553,679

		Low		47,530,598		47,841,600		48,152,600		48,463,604		48,774,604		49,085,607		49,475,976		49,866,344		50,256,712		50,647,080		51,037,447		51,493,540		51,949,632		52,405,724		52,861,816		53,317,907		53,895,284		54,472,660		55,050,036		55,627,416		56,204,792		57,077,412		57,950,033



		FEVI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		7,279,418		7,565,936		7,852,454		8,138,972		8,425,490		8,712,008		9,152,283		9,592,558		10,032,833		10,473,108		10,913,383		11,381,341		11,849,300		12,317,258		12,785,216		13,253,174		13,838,628		14,424,082		15,009,535		15,594,989		16,180,443		16,802,652		17,424,861

		Reference		7,279,418		7,447,939		7,616,460		7,784,982		7,953,503		8,122,024		8,405,354		8,688,683		8,972,013		9,255,343		9,538,673		9,820,255		10,101,838		10,383,421		10,665,003		10,946,586		11,297,458		11,648,329		11,999,201		12,350,072		12,700,944		13,120,097		13,539,251

		Low		7,279,418		7,349,646		7,419,874		7,490,102		7,560,330		7,630,557		7,790,816		7,951,074		8,111,332		8,271,590		8,431,848		8,584,598		8,737,347		8,890,096		9,042,846		9,195,595		9,384,270		9,572,946		9,761,622		9,950,297		10,138,973		10,418,767		10,698,562



		FEW		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		520,031		509,752		499,474		489,195		478,917		468,639		477,418		486,198		494,978		503,758		512,538		534,678		556,819		578,959		601,099		623,239		668,056		712,872		757,688		802,505		847,321		907,888		968,455

		Reference		520,031		503,374		486,718		470,061		453,404		436,748		440,044		443,340		446,636		449,932		453,228		467,294		481,361		495,427		509,493		523,559		554,301		585,043		615,785		646,527		677,269		721,855		766,442

		Low		520,031		498,111		476,192		454,272		432,353		410,433		409,261		408,089		406,917		405,745		404,573		412,539		420,505		428,471		436,438		444,404		464,868		485,332		505,796		526,261		546,725		579,618		612,512

		Commercial Accounts

		FEI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		83,933		83,520		83,107		82,695		82,282		81,870		82,361		82,853		83,344		83,835		84,327		84,776		85,226		85,676		86,126		86,576		86,932		87,289		87,645		88,001		88,357		88,701		89,045

		Reference		82,961		82,395		81,829		81,263		80,697		80,131		80,495		80,860		81,224		81,589		81,953		82,290		82,627		82,963		83,300		83,637		83,962		84,287		84,612		84,937		85,262		85,594		85,926

		Low		81,994		81,275		80,556		79,836		79,117		78,397		78,635		78,873		79,110		79,348		79,586		79,809		80,033		80,257		80,481		80,705		80,999		81,293		81,587		81,881		82,175		82,495		82,815



		FEVI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		9,708		9,732		9,756		9,780		9,804		9,828		9,984		10,139		10,295		10,451		10,607		10,756		10,904		11,052		11,200		11,348		11,494		11,640		11,787		11,933		12,079		12,236		12,392

		Reference		9,556		9,554		9,551		9,549		9,546		9,544		9,679		9,814		9,949		10,084		10,219		10,349		10,478		10,608		10,737		10,867		11,004		11,141		11,279		11,416		11,553		11,703		11,853

		Low		9,404		9,376		9,349		9,322		9,295		9,268		9,385		9,502		9,619		9,736		9,853		9,965		10,077		10,189		10,301		10,413		10,542		10,671		10,800		10,929		11,058		11,201		11,345



		FEW		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		357		362		367		372		377		382		391		399		408		417		425		432		440		447		454		461		469		477		485		493		501		509		518

		Reference		353		357		361		365		369		373		381		389		396		404		412		419		426		433		440		447		455		463		470		478		486		494		502

		Low		350		354		357		361		364		368		376		383		391		399		406		413		420		427		434		441		449		457		464		472		480		488		495

		Commercial UPC

		FEI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		566		587		607		627		648		668		687		705		723		741		760		780		801		821		842		862		888		913		938		964		989		1,011		1,033

		Reference		573		588		602		617		631		646		654		663		671		679		688		697		706		715		724		733		743		754		765		775		786		798		809

		Low		580		589		598		608		617		626		629		632		635		638		641		645		649		653		657		661		665		670		675		679		684		692		700



		FEVI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		750		777		804		832		859		886		915		943		972		1,000		1,029		1,057		1,084		1,112		1,140		1,168		1,202		1,237		1,271		1,305		1,340		1,373		1,406

		Reference		762		780		797		815		833		851		867		884		900		917		933		948		963		978		993		1,007		1,026		1,044		1,063		1,081		1,099		1,121		1,142

		Low		774		784		794		804		814		823		830		836		843		849		856		861		867		872		878		883		890		897		903		910		917		930		943



		FEW		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		1,456		1,410		1,364		1,318		1,272		1,226		1,222		1,218		1,214		1,209		1,205		1,235		1,264		1,293		1,323		1,352		1,420		1,487		1,555		1,623		1,691		1,781		1,871

		Reference		1,473		1,413		1,352		1,292		1,231		1,171		1,157		1,143		1,128		1,114		1,100		1,114		1,129		1,143		1,157		1,171		1,216		1,260		1,305		1,349		1,394		1,460		1,527

		Low		1,486		1,412		1,338		1,264		1,190		1,116		1,092		1,068		1,043		1,019		995		998		1,000		1,003		1,005		1,007		1,034		1,060		1,087		1,113		1,140		1,188		1,236



Note:
Actual calculations completed for milestone years only. These are shown in yellow above. Intervening years developed using simple linear interpolation. These are shown in green above.



Industrial All Years

		Industrial Demand (IN GJ)

		FEI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		57,988,008		59,652,004		61,316,004		62,980,004		64,644,000		66,307,999		66,579,984		66,851,972		67,123,960		67,395,944		67,667,929		67,939,976		68,212,024		68,484,072		68,756,120		69,028,170		69,297,512		69,566,848		69,836,192		70,105,528		70,374,871		70,508,920		70,642,976

		Reference		57,988,008		58,081,536		58,175,064		58,268,592		58,362,120		58,455,648		58,453,296		58,450,940		58,448,588		58,446,232		58,443,878		58,443,880		58,443,880		58,443,880		58,443,880		58,443,878		58,443,880		58,443,880		58,443,880		58,443,880		58,443,878		58,443,880		58,443,878

		Low		57,988,008		57,544,408		57,100,812		56,657,212		56,213,616		55,770,017		54,302,216		52,834,416		51,366,616		49,898,816		48,431,018		48,274,560		48,118,104		47,961,648		47,805,188		47,648,733		47,500,604		47,352,472		47,204,344		47,056,212		46,908,082		46,836,712		46,765,343



		FEVI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426

		Reference		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426

		Low		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426		7,552,426



		Industrial Accounts

		FEI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		906		908		910		913		915		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917

		Reference		906		908		910		913		915		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917

		Low		906		908		910		913		915		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917		917



		FEVI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4

		Reference		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4

		Low		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4		4



		Industrial UPC

		FEI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		64,004		65,665		67,327		68,988		70,649		72,310		72,606		72,903		73,200		73,496		73,793		74,089		74,386		74,683		74,979		75,276		75,570		75,864		76,157		76,451		76,745		76,891		77,037

		Reference		64,004		63,953		63,901		63,850		63,798		63,747		63,744		63,741		63,739		63,736		63,734		63,734		63,734		63,734		63,734		63,734		63,734		63,734		63,734		63,734		63,734		63,734		63,734

		Low		64,004		63,367		62,730		62,093		61,455		60,818		59,217		57,617		56,016		54,415		52,815		52,644		52,473		52,303		52,132		51,962		51,800		51,638		51,477		51,315		51,154		51,076		50,998



		FEVI		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		2016		2017		2018		2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033

		High		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,106

		Reference		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,106

		Low		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,107		1,888,106		1,888,107		1,888,106





Note:
Actual calculations completed for milestone years only. These are shown in yellow above. Intervening years developed using simple linear interpolation. These are shown in green above.



